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ON THE SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION OF AFFINEHECKE ALGEBRASERIC M. OPDAMAbstrat. An aÆne Heke algebra H ontains a large abeliansubalgebra A spanned by Lusztig's basis elements ��, where � runsover the root lattie. The enter Z of H is the subalgebra ofWeyl group invariant elements in A. The trae of the aÆne Hekealgebra an be written as an integral of a rational n form (withvalues in the linear dual of H) over a ertain yle in the algebraitorus T = spe(A). We shall derive the Planherel formula of theaÆne Heke algebra by loalization of this integral on a ertainsubset of spe(Z).

Date: Deember 31, 2000.1991 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. 20C08, 22D25, 22E35, 43A32.The author would like to thank Erik van den Ban, Gerrit Hekman and KlaasSlooten for many useful remarks and fruitful disussions.1
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ON THE SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION OF AFFINE HECKE ALGEBRAS 3formula for the traial state � of the Heke algebra until we reah thelevel of the spetral deomposition formula for H, or rather for C, theC�-algebra hull of the regular representation ofH. On the simpler levelof the spherial or the anti-spherial subalgebra, a similar approah anbe found in [21℄ and [12℄. In the ase of the spherial algebra one shouldof ourse also mention the lassial work [20℄, although the point of viewis di�erent there, and based on analysis on a redutive p-adi group.A natural inarnation of the aÆne Heke algebra is the entralizer al-gebra of a speial kind of indued representations of a p-adi redutivegroup G, notably representations indued from a uspidal unipotentrepresentation of a parahori subgroup (see [23℄ and [19℄). The on-stituents of these indued representations are alled unipotent repre-sentations by Lusztig [19℄. In this ontext, the expliit deompositionof the trae � in terms of irreduible haraters of the aÆne Hekealgebra should be naturally equivalent to the disintegration of the or-responding indued representation of G as a subrepresentation of theleft regular representation of G. In this way one an view the restri-tion of the Planherel measure of G to the olletion of irreduibletempered unipotent representations as a juxtaposition of Planherelmeasures oming from various Iwahori-Heke algebras (see for instane[12℄). This is by itself already suÆient motivation for this work.In doing these omputations, I have tried to maintain a fresh andpersonal approah to the problems that arise at various stages. I didnot study in detail the enormous amount of lassial material whih isrelevant to the problems at hand, suh as the works of Harish Chandra[10℄, Arthur [1℄, [2℄, Langlands [16℄, Moeglin and Waldspurger [22℄, Vanden Ban and Shlihtkrull [4℄ and many others, dealing with generalpriniples of a similar nature, but in situations of greater omplexity,where expliit answers are not even to be expeted. In all, I hope thatthis has lead to a valuable approah, whih may perhaps be useful evenbeyond the relatively simple ontext of the aÆne Heke algebra. Asa drawbak, I may have re-invented the wheel at points, exhibitingignorane and disregard for existing wisdom. I apologize beforehandto every speialist who is o�ended by this style.As a result, the paper is lengthy but ompletely elementary and al-most self ontained. To understand this paper in detail one needs adeent eduation in Fourier analysis and the theory of distributions,and some additional basi knowledge of ommutative ring theory andrepresentation theory of linear algebrai groups and C�-algebras. Noreferene is made to more advaned mahinery from algebrai geom-etry, non-ommutative geometry or K-theory. This represents, morethan anything else, my personal limitations. On the other hand, it is



4 ERIC M. OPDAMharming to see how far one an push the subjet in an elementaryontext, still reovering muh of the general struture of representationtheory of redutive algebrai groups.It is however lear to me that this \elementary approah" is insuf-�ient to understand the omplete story of the spetral theory of theaÆne Heke algebra-thereby aknowledging the fat that my under-standing is more advaned than my tehnial skills. In any ase, thepaper hopefully brings out learly the distintion between what is ele-mentary and well understood, what is elementary but not understood,and what is not at all elementary. It may even provide some hints as towhat one should look for if one is well prepared to apply high poweredequipment to the remaining issues.The expliit spetral deomposition of H is ompletely redued inthis paper to the analogous problem for ertain �nite dimensional sym-metri algebras. I alled these the \residue Frobenius algebras" of theaÆne Heke algebra. They are assoiated to the so-alled residualpoints of the spetrum of the Bernstein enter Z of H. The under-standing of these residue Frobenius algebras themselves seems to be aproblem of a di�erent level. A fundamental approah to this problemshould perhaps involve tehniques like yli ohomology or K-theoryof C�-algebras, but this is mere speulation. I simply ignored this prob-lem altogether in this paper, exept for one important fat, saying thatthese residue algebras are invariant for \base hange transformations".This invariane property is perhaps the most important point of thispaper.It may be helpful to give the reader a rough outline of the story inthis paper, and an indiation of the guiding priniples in the variousstages.(1). The de�nition of the Eisenstein funtional of the aÆne Hekealgebra, in [24℄. This is losely related to the study of intertwiningoperators in minimal prinipal series modules. It naturally leads to arepresentation of the trae � of H as an integral of a ertain rationalkernel over a \global" yle.(2). The study of the lous of the singularities of the above kernel. Itleads to the notion \residual oset", analogous to the notion of resid-ual subspae whih was introdued in [11℄. This olletion of osetsan be lassi�ed, and from this lassi�ation we verify some importantgeometri properties of this olletion.(3). The study of the residues of the rational kernel for � . Thisinvolves a general (but basi) sheme for the alulation of multivariableresidues. After symmetrization over the Weyl group, the result is adeomposition of � as an integral of loal traial states against an



ON THE SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION OF AFFINE HECKE ALGEBRAS 5expliit probability measure on the spetrum W0nT of the Bernsteinenter Z of H. The main tools in this proess are the positivity of � ,and the geometri properties of the olletion of residual osets (2). Ialled this step the \loalization of the trae �".(4). The loal trae (as was mentioned in (3)) de�ned at an orbitW0t � T , arises as an integral of the Eisenstein kernel over a \loalyle" whih is de�ned in an arbitrarily small neighborhood of the orbitW0t. This gives a natural extension of the loal trae to loalizationsof the Heke algebra itself (loalization as a module over the sheaf ofanalyti funtions on W0nT ).(5). The analyti loalization of the Heke algebra has a remarkablestruture disovered by Lusztig in [17℄. This part of the paper is notself-ontained, but draws heavily on the paper [17℄ (whih is by theway itself ompletely elementary). By Lusztig's wonderful struturetheorem we an now investigate the loal traes. We disover in thisway that everything is organized in aordane with Harish-Chandraparaboli indution. The problem of �nding the Planherel measurefor H redues ompletely to the study of the �nite dimensional residueFrobenius algebras de�ned at the 0-dimensional residual osets in thisway.(6). If we assume that the root labels de�ning the Heke algebra areall of the form qn� for ertain non-negative integers n�, we prove thatthe residue Frobenius algebras are independent of q 2 R>1 . It provesthat the set of irreduible disrete series representations of H assoi-ated with a entral harater r, all have a formal dimension whih isproportional to the mass of W0r with respet to the expliit probabil-ity measure on W0nT mentioned in (3), with a ratio of proportionalitywhih is independent of q.2. Preliminaries and desription of resultsThe algebrai bakground for our analysis was disussed in the paper[24℄. The main result of that paper is an inversion formula (see equation4.1) whih will be the starting point in this paper. The purpose ofthis setion is to de�ne the aÆne Heke algebra H and to review therelevant notations and onepts involved in the above result. Moreoverwe introdue a C�-algebras hull C of H, whih will be the main objetof study in this paper. Finally we will give a more preise outline ofthe results in the paper. We refer the reader to [17℄ and [24℄ for a moresystemati introdution of the basi algebrai notions.



6 ERIC M. OPDAM2.1. The aÆne Weyl group and its root datumA redued root datum is a 5-tuple R = (X; Y;R0; R_0 ; F0), whereX and Y are free Abelian groups with perfet pairing h�; �i over Z,R0 � X is a redued integral root system, R_0 � Y is the dual rootsystem of oroots of R0, and F0 � R0 is a basis of fundamental roots.Eah element � 2 R0 determines a reetion s� 2 GL(X) bys�(x) = x� hx; �_i�:(2.1)The group W0 in GL(X) generated by the s� is alled the Weyl group.As is well known, this group is in fat generated by the set S0 onsistingof the reetions s� with � 2 F0. The set S0 is alled the set of simplereetions in W0.By de�nition the aÆne Weyl group W assoiated with a reduedroot datum R is the group W = W0 n X. This group W naturallyats on the set X. We an identify the set of integral aÆne linearfuntions on X with Y � Z via (y; k)(x) := hy; xi+ k. It is lear thatw � f(x) := f(w�1x) de�nes an ation of W on Y � Z. The aÆne rootsystem is by de�nition the subset R = R_0 �Z � Y �Z. Notie that Ris a W -invariant set in Y � Z ontaining the set of oroots R_0 . Everyelement a = (�_; k) 2 R de�nes an aÆne reetion sa 2 W , ating onX by sa(x) = x� a(x)�:(2.2)The reetions sa with a 2 R generate a normal subgroup W a� =W0 n Q of W , where Q � X denotes the root lattie Q = ZR0. Wean hoose a basis of fundamental aÆne roots F byF := f(�_; 1) j � 2 Smg [ f(�_; 0) j � 2 F0g;(2.3)where Sm onsists of the set of minimal oroots with respet to thedominane ordering on Y . It is easy to see that every aÆne root is anintegral linear ombination of elements from F with either all nonneg-ative or all nonpositive oeÆients. The set R of aÆne roots is thusa disjoint union of the set of positive aÆne roots R+ and the set ofnegative aÆne roots R�. The set S of simple reetions in W is byde�nition the set of reetions in W assoiated with the fundamentalaÆne roots. They onstitute a set of Coxeter generators for the normalsubgroup W a� � W .There exists an Abelian omplement to W a� in W . This is bestunderstood by introduing the important length funtion l on W . Thesplitting R = R+[R� desribed above implies that R+\sa(R�) = fagwhen a 2 F . De�ne, as usual, the length of an element w 2 W byl(w) := jR+ \ w�1(R�)j:



ON THE SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION OF AFFINE HECKE ALGEBRAS 7It follows that, when a 2 F ,l(saw) = � l(w) + 1 if w�1(a) 2 R+:l(w)� 1 if w�1(a) 2 R�:(2.4)For any w 2 W we may therefore write w = ! ~w with ~w 2 W a� andwith l(!) = 0 (or equivalently, !(F ) = F ). This shows that the set
 of elements of length 0 is a subgroup of W whih is omplementaryto the normal subgroup W a� . Hene 
 ' W=W a� ' X=Q is a �nitelygenerated Abelian group. There is a natural map m : X ! P whihrestrits to the inlusionQ � P onQ. If we write ZX � X for its kernel,we have 
=ZX = 
f where ZX is free and 
f = m(X)=Q � P=Q is�nite. It is easy to see that ZX is the subgroup of elements in X thatare entral in W . The �nite group 
f ats faithfully on S by diagramautomorphisms.2.2. Root labelsThe seond ingredient in the de�nition of H is a funtion q on S withvalues in the group of invertible elements of a ommutative ring, suhthat q(s) = q(s0) if s and s0 are onjugate in W:(2.5)A funtion q on S, satisfying 2.5, an learly be extended uniquely toa length-multipliative funtion on W , also denoted by q. By this wemean that the extension satis�esq(ww0) = q(w)q(w0)(2.6)whenever l(ww0) = l(w) + l(w0):(2.7)Conversely, every length multipliative funtion on W restrits to afuntion on S that satis�es 2.5. Another way to apture the sameinformation is by assigning labels qa to the aÆne roots a 2 R. Theselabels are uniquely determined by the rules(i) qwa = qa 8w 2 W; and(ii) q(sa) = qa+1 8a 2 F:(2.8)Note that a translation tx ats on an aÆne root a = (�_; k) by txa =a��_(x). Hene by (i), qa = q�_, exept when �_ 2 2Y , in whih aseqa = q(�_;k(mod2)). This last ase ours i� W ontains diret fatorswhih are isomorphi to the aÆne Coxeter group whose diagram equalsCa�n . In suh a diret fator we �nd 3 onjugay lasses of reetions.



8 ERIC M. OPDAMYet another manner of labeling will play an important role. It in-volves a possibly non-redued root system Rnr, whih is de�ned by:Rnr := R0 [ f2� j �_ 2 R_0 \ 2Y g:(2.9)Now de�ne labels for the roots �_=2 in R_nrnR_0 by:q�_=2 := q1+�_q�_ :This hoie is natural, beause it implies the formulaq(w) = Y�2Rnr;+\w�1Rnr;� q�_;(2.10)for all w 2 W0. We denote by R1 the root system of long roots in Rnr.In other words R1 := f� 2 Rnr j 2� 62 Rnrg:(2.11)2.3. The Iwahori-Heke algebra as a Hilbert algebraLet R be a root datum, and q = (qs)s2S a set of root labels as inthe previous subsetion. We assume throughout in this paper that thelabels are real numbers satisfyingq(s) > 1 8s 2 S;(2.12)The following theorem is well known.Theorem 2.1. There exists a unique omplex assoiative algebra H =H(R; q) with C -basis (Tw)w2W whih satisfy the following relations:(a) If l(ww0) = l(w) + l(w0) then TwTw0 = Tww0.(b) If s 2 S then (Ts + 1)(Ts � q(s)) = 0.The algebra H = H(R; q) is alled the aÆne Heke algebra (or Iwahori-Heke algebra) assoiated to (R; q).We equip the Heke algebra H with an anti-linear anti-involutive �operator de�ned by T �w = Tw�1:In addition, we de�ne a trae funtional � on H, by means of �(Tw) =Æw;e. It is a well known basi fat that�(T �wTw0) = Æw;w0q(w);implying that � is positive and entral. Hene the formula(h1; h2) := �(h�1h2);



ON THE SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION OF AFFINE HECKE ALGEBRAS 9de�nes an Hermitian inner produt satisfying the following rules:(i) (h1; h2) = (h�2; h�1):(ii) (h1h2; h3) = (h2; h�1h3):(2.13)The basis Tw is orthogonal for (�; �). We putNw := q(w)�1=2Tw(2.14)for the orthonormal basis of H that is obtained from the orthogonalbasis Tw by saling. Let us denote by �(h) and �(h) the left and rightmultipliation operators on H by an element h 2 H. Let H be theHilbert spae obtained from H by ompletion; in other words, H isthe Hilbert spae with Hilbert basis Nw. Then �(h) and �(h) extenduniquely to elements of B(H), the spae of bounded operators on theHilbert spae H.The operator � extends to an isometri involution on H.Lemma 2.2. We have k�(h)k = k�(h)k, and for a simple reetions 2 S, k�(Ns)k = q(s)1=2.Proof. For every w suh that l(sw) > l(w), �(Ns) ats on the twodimensional subspae Vw of H spanned by Nw and Nsw as a self-adjointoperator with eigenvalues q(s)1=2 and �q(s)�1=2. Sine H is the Hilbertsum of the subspaes Vw, we see that the operator norm of �(Ns) equalsq(s)1=2. The fat that k�(h)k = k�(h)k follows fromk�(h)k = k�(h)�k= k�(h�)k= k�(h)k �The above lemma shows thatH has the struture of a Hilbert algebrain the sense of Dixmier [8℄. Moreover, this Hilbert algebra is unital,and the Hermitian produt is de�ned with respet to the trae � .We de�ne the operator norm k�ko on H by khko := k�(h)k = k�(h)k.The losure ofH with respet to k�ko is alled C. Clearly, k hko � k hk,and thus we an identify C with a subset of H. We an equip C with thestruture of a C�-algebra by the produt 12 := �(1)(2) = �(2)(1)and the �-operator oming from H. We extend � (�) to a faithful left(right) representation of C in the Hilbert spae H.An element a 2 H is alled bounded if there exists an element �(a) 2B(H) suh that for all h 2 H,�(a)(h) = �(h)(a):(2.15)By ontinuity we see that �(a) is uniquely determined by a = �(a)(1).



10 ERIC M. OPDAMWhen a 2 H is bounded, there also exists a unique �(a) suh thatfor all h 2 H, �(a)(h) = �(h)(a):(2.16)It is obvious that the elements of C are bounded. Let us denote by N �H the subspae of bounded elements. We equip N with the involutivealgebra struture de�ned by the produt n1n2 := �(n1)(n2) = �(n2)(n1)and the � operator as before.Proposition 2.3. 1. The subspae �(N) := f�(a) j a 2 Ng �B(H) is the Neumann algebra ompletion of �(H). In otherwords, �(N) is the losure of �(H) in B(H) with respet to thestrong topology (de�ned by the semi-norms T ! kT (x)k withx 2 H). The analogous statements hold when we replae � by �.The Neumann algebras �(N) and �(N) are mutually entralizing.2. An element a 2 H is bounded exatly when it is the limit in H of asequene hi 2 H suh that the sequene khiko is bounded. In thisase, �(hi) onverges to �(a) in the strong topology (similarly,�(hi) onverges strongly to �(a)).Proof. All this an be found in [8℄, Chapitre I, paragraphe 5. In general,�(N) is a two-sided ideal of the Neumann algebra hull of �(H), but inthe presene of the unit 1 2 H the two spaes oinide. In fat, whenA 2 B(H) and A is in the strong losure of �(H), it is simple to seethat A(1) 2 H is bounded. �The pre-Hilbert struture oming from H gives N itself the strutureof a unital Hilbert algebra. The algebra N an and will be identi�edwith its assoiated standard Neumann algebra �(N). In this situation,N is said to be a saturated Hilbert algebra (with unit element).Let H� denote the algebrai dual ofH, equipped with its weak topol-ogy. Notie that � extends to H� by the formula �(�) := �(1). The�-operator an be extended to H� by ��(h) := �(h�). We have thefollowing hain of inlusions:H � C � N � H � H�:(2.17)Proposition 2.4. The restrition of � to N is entral, positive and�nite. It is the natural trae of the Hilbert algebra N, in the sense that�(a) = (b; b)(2.18)for every positive a 2 N, and b 2 N suh that a = b2.Proof. A square root b is in N and is Hermitian. Then (b; b) = (1; a) =�(a). �



ON THE SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION OF AFFINE HECKE ALGEBRAS 11Corollary 2.5. The Hilbert algebra N is �nite.2.4. The Planherel measureBy a well known (unpublished) result of J.Bernstein (see [17℄), Han be viewed as the produt H0A or AH0 of an abelian subalgebraA (isomorphi to the group algebra of the lattie X), and the Hekealgebra H0 of the �nite Weyl group W0. Both produt deompositionsH0A and AH0 give a linear isomorphism of H with the tensor produtH0 
A.The relations between produts in H0A and in AH0 are desribedby Lusztig's relations (see for example [24℄, Theorem 1.10), and withthe above additional desription of the struture of A and H0 thesegive a omplete presentation of H.The algebra A has a C -basis of invertible elements �x (with x 2 X)suh that x! �x is a monomorphism of X into the group of invertibleelements of A. This basis is uniquely determined by the additionalproperty that �x = Ntx (see 2.14) when x 2 X+. As an importantorollary of this presentation of H, Bernstein identi�ed the enter Zof H as the spae Z = AW0 of W0-invariant elements in A (see [24℄,Theorem 1.11).Proposition 2.6. The Heke algebra H is �nitely generated over itsenter Z. At a maximal ideal m = mt (with t 2 T ) of Z, the loal rankequals jW0j2 if and only if the stabilizer group Wt � W0 is generated byreetions.Proof. It is lear that H ' H0
A is �nitely generated over Z = AW0.When Wt is generated by reetions, it is easy to see that the rank ofm-adi ompletion Âm over Ẑm is exatly jW0j (see Proposition 2.23(4)of [24℄). �Lemma 2.7. The algebra C is of �nite type I. In fat every irreduiblerepresentation of C has dimension at most equal to the order jW0j ofthe �nite Weyl group. Furthermore, restrition to H indues a bijetionfrom the set Ĉ onto the set Ĥ of irreduible �-representations of H.Proof. Let � 2 Ĉ be a nonzero irreduible representation in a Hilbertspae H. Then for every nonzero x 2 H, �(H)(x) is a dense subspae ofH. Also, the enter Z of H ats by salars in H. By Proposition 2.6 wesee that the dimension of �(H) is �nite, and thus that �(H) = End(H).We an �nd a simultaneous eigenvetor v with eigenvalue t 2 T say,for �(A). This indues an epimorphism � : It ! H, where It denotesthe minimal prinipal series module It = H
A t. Hene the dimension



12 ERIC M. OPDAMof H is at most jW0j. Therefore C is liminal in the terminology of [9℄.In partiular, C has type I. �Sine C is separable, liminal and unital, the spetrum Ĥ is a ompat T1spae with ountable base. Moreover it ontains an open dense Haus-dor� subset. Beause C is of �nite type I and unital, every irreduiblerepresentation of C has a ontinuous harater.The general theory of the entral disintegration of separable, liminalC�-algebras (see [9℄, paragraphe 8.8), equipped with a traial state �(i.e. � is a trae suh that �(1) = 1), asserts that there exists a uniqueBorel measure �P on Ĉ = Ĥ suh thatH ' Z �̂H End(V�)d�P (�)(2.19)and suh that �(h) = Z �̂H Tr(�(h))d�P (�):(2.20)The measure �P is alled the Planherel measure.The enter Z of N will be mapped onto the algebra of diagonalizableoperators L1(Ĥ; �P ). This is an isomorphism of algebras, ontinuouswhen we give Z the weak operator topology and L1(Ĥ; �P ) the weaktopology of the dual of L1(Ĥ; �P ). It is an isometry.The general theory implies in addition that there exists a ompatmetrizable spae Z, with a \basi measure" �, and a �-negligable spaeN � Z, suh that Z � N is isomorphi as a Borel spae to the om-plement of a �P -negligable subset of the support 
 of �P . The isomor-phism transforms � to a measure whih is equivalent to �P .There may exist several (but �nitely many, by 2.6) inequivalent ir-reduible �-representations of H with the same entral harater t 2Spe(Z) ' W0nT , where T is the \algebrai torus" T = Hom(X; C �) =Spe(A). We onsider T with its analyti topology. Let us put pz :
 ! W0nT for the �nite map whih assoiates to eah irreduible�-representation its entral harater. In fat there may exist non neg-ligable subsets V of 
 suh that 1 < jp�1z (y)j(<1) for all y 2 pz(V ).In view of the above remarks this implies in partiular that the losureZ of Z in N is stritly smaller than Z, in general.2.5. Desription of the main resultsIt is our goal to desribe the Planherel measure of H expliitly.We distinguish between the following steps. Reall that 
 denotes the



ON THE SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION OF AFFINE HECKE ALGEBRAS 13support of �P , and pz denotes the projetion of 
 onto the spetrumW0nT of Z.2.5.1. Desribe the set S := pz(
) � W0nT . The set S := pz(
) turnsout to be a �nite union of osets of ompat subtori of the algebraitorus T , modulo the ation of W0. The omplexi�ations of theseosets are alled \residual osets" of T . Conversely, eah residual osetL has a unique ompat form whih is a subset of S. This is alled the\tempered form" of L, and is denoted by Ltemp. The residual osetswill be desribed and lassi�ed in Setion 3, and the proof that thesupport of the Planherel measure is restrited to entral haraters inthis set is given in Setion 4.2.5.2. Desribe the map pz : 
 ! S. The �bers of pz are �nite every-where, and pz is ontinuous and open. For eah tempered oset Ltemp,put SL := W0nW0Ltemp and �L := p�1z (SL). Then there exists an opendense subset �0L � �L suh that the restrition of pz to �0L is a trivial�nite overing of its image. The desription of the �bers of pz seems tobe out of the sope of the methods used in this paper. As we will seein Theorem 5.17, the desription of the generi �bers p�1z (pz(�)) with� 2 �0L redues, by the usual method of unitary paraboli indution, tothe ase of the residual points (0-dimensional residual osets) of para-boli subsystems of roots. The �ber at residual points r 2 T onsists ofa olletion �r of equivalene lasses of irreduible disrete series rep-resentations with entral harater r. The further desription of thespeial �bers boils down to the study of the reduibility of representa-tions that are indued from disrete series representations of \parabolisubalgebras", at speial unitary indution parameters. Sine this phe-nomenon of reduibility ours only at a measure 0 subset of 
, thisproblem is less urgent for our purpose.For speial ases these problems were solved, using geometri meth-ods. Kazhdan and Lusztig [15℄ solved the problem using equivariantK-theory in the ase when the labels qi are equal and X = P . In theappendix Setion 7 one an �nd an aount of these results, and the re-lation with residual osets. Lusztig [18℄ solved more general situationsusing equivariant homology.2.5.3. Desribe the Planherel measure �P . We �rst desribe a \basimeasure" �b on 
, suh that �P is absolutely ontinuous relative to �b.As was mentioned, S is a �nite union of the tempered residual osets ofT , modulo the ation ofW0. Take the normalized Haar measure on eahof the tempered residual osets, take the push forward of this measureto S and add these measures. Sine pz is almost a homeomorphism on



14 ERIC M. OPDAMeah of the onneted omponents of 
, we an use pz to lift this to ameasure on 
. The measure �b is the measure thus obtained.We remark that the tempered residual osets are never nested, andthus there is no \embedded spetrum". This fat is a fundamentalproperty of residual osets, but unfortunately our only proof of restson the lassi�ation of residual subspaes for graded Heke algebras[11℄. See Setion 3.1.We will �nd expliitly a W0 invariant, ontinuous, positive funtionmS on S suh that the Planherel measure �P on 
 an be expressedas follows. For eah onneted omponent �L;Æ of �L there exists aonstant dL;Æ 2 R+ suh that�P j�L;Æ = dL;Æp�z(mS)�b(2.21)(see Setion 5.3). The onstants dL;Æ depend on the hoie of q. We willshow however (in Setion 6) that the dL;Æ are invariant for \saling" inthe following sense. Assume thatq(s) = qfs 8s 2 S(2.22)for positive integer onstants fs 2 N , and q 2 R>1 a parameter. Us-ing the results of Lusztig [17℄ we will show that the support 
q ofthe Planherel measure of the C�- algebra Cq assoiated with Hq :=H(R; q) (with q = (q(s))s2S as in 2.22) is independent of q 2 R>1 up tohomeomorphisms. The saling invariane means that in formula 2.21the onstants dL;Æ will be independent of the parameter q.This invariane is one of the most important points of our onsider-ations, in view of the following appliation. Let G denote the group ofrational points of a split adjoint simple algebrai group over a p-adi�eld F . We now denote by q the ardinality of the residue �eld of F .The entralizer algebra of the indued representation from a uspidalunipotent representation of a parahori subgroup is an aÆne Heke al-gebra with its labels given by 2.22 for suitable onstants fs. By thePlanherel formula of the aÆne Heke algebra we an ompute theformal dimension of a disrete series unipotent representation whiharises as a summand in the indued module. The invariane impliesthat we determine this formal dimension as a funtion of q, up to theomputation of the relevant onstant dL;Æ.I would like to mention here that the onstants dL;Æ have been om-puted expliitly in the ases where the Heke algebra is of exeptionalsplit adjoint type (i.e. the onstants fs in 2.22 are all equal to 1, andX = P ) by Mark Reeder [26℄. He onjetures an interpretation (in thegeneral split adjoint ase) of the onstants dL;Æ (see also [25℄) in termsof the Kazhdan-Lusztig parameters of the orresponding irreduible



ON THE SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION OF AFFINE HECKE ALGEBRAS 15disrete series representation. In the exeptional ases he veri�es thisonjeture using a formula of Shneider and Stuhler [27℄ for the formaldegree of a disrete series representation of an almost simple p-adigroup whih ontains �xed vetors for the pro-unipotent radial U ofa maximal ompat subgroup K. This formula of Shneider and Stuh-ler however is an alternating sum of terms whih does not explain theprodut struture of the formal degrees. In addition, a lever algorith-mi approah to the Shneider-Stuhler formula is neessary to �t theabove ase-by-ase veri�ations into a omputer.3. De�nition and lassi�ation of residual osetsWe �x one and for all a rational, positive de�nite, W0-invariantsymmetri form on X. This de�nes an isomorphism between X 
ZQand Y 
ZQ , and thus also a rational, positive de�nite symmetri formon Y . We extend this form to a positive de�nite Hermitian from ontC := Lie(T ) = Y 
ZC , where T is the omplex torus T = Hom(X; C �).Via the exponential overing map exp : tC ! T this determines adistane funtion on T .Let q be a set of root labels. If 2� 62 Rnr we we formally put q�_=2 = 1,and always q1=2�_=2 denotes the positive root square root of q�_=2. Let L bea oset for a subtorus TL � T of T . Put RL := f� 2 R0 j �(TL) = 1g.This is a paraboli subsystem of R0. The orresponding parabolisubgroup of W0 is denoted by WL. De�neRpL := f� 2 RL j �(L) = �q1=2�_=2 or �(L) = q1=2�_=2q�_g(3.1)and RzL := f� 2 RL j �(L) = �1g:(3.2)We write Rp;essL = RpLnRzL and Rz;essL = RzLnRpL. We de�ne an index iLby iL := jRpLj � jRzLj:(3.3)We give the following reursive de�nition of the notion residual oset.De�nition 3.1. A oset L of a subtorus of T is alled residual if ei-ther L = T , or else if there exists a residual oset M � L suh thatdim(M) = dim(L) + 1 and iL � iM + 1:(3.4)Notie that the olletion of residual osets is losed for the ationof the group of automorphisms of the root system preserving q (inpartiular the elements of W0, but also for example � Id).



16 ERIC M. OPDAMProposition 3.2. If L is residual, then(i) Rp;essL spans a subspae VL of dimension odim(L) in the Q ve-torspae V = X 
 Q .(ii) We have RL = VL \ R0, and the rank of RL equals odim(L).(iii) Put LX := VL \ X and XL := X=LX. Then TL = ft 2 T jx(t) = 1 8x 2 LXg = Hom(XL; C �) = (TWL)0.(iv) Put YL := Y \ QR_L and LX := Y ?L \ X. Let XL := X=LX.We identify RL with its image in XL. Let FL be the basis of RLsuh that FL � R0;+. Then RL := (XL; YL; RL; R_L; FL) is a rootdatum.(v) Put TL := Hom(XL; C �) � T (we identify TL with its anonialimage in T ). Then TL is the subtorus in T perpendiular to L.De�ne KL := TL \ TL = Hom(X=(LX + LX); C �) � T , a �nitesubgroup of T . The intersetion L \ TL is a KL-oset onsistingof residual points in TL with respet to the root datum RL andthe root label qL obtained from q by restrition to R_L;nr � R_nr.When rL 2 TL \ L, we have L = rLTL. Suh rL is determinedup to multipliation by elements of KL.Proof. By indution on odim(L) we may assume that the assertionsof (i) and (ii) hold true for M in 3.4. From the de�nition we see thatRp;essL nRp;essM is not the empty set. An element � of Rp;essL nRp;essM annot be onstant on M , and hene � 62 RM = VM \R0. Thusdim(VL) � dim(VM) + 1 = odim(M) + 1 = odim(L):Sine also VL � Lie(TL)?;equality has to hold. Hene RL � VL and RL spans VL. Sine RL isparaboli, we onlude that RL = VL \ R0. This proves (i) and (ii).The subgroup ft 2 T j x(t) = 1 8x 2 LXg � T is isomorphi toHom(XL; C �), whih is a torus beause XL is free. By (ii) then, itsdimension equals dim(TL). It ontains TL, hene is equal to TL. Itfollows that TL is the onneted omponent of the group of �xed pointsfor WL, proving (iii). The statements (iv) and (v) are trivial. �For later referene we introdue the following notation. A residualoset L determines a paraboli subsystem RL � R0, and we assoiatedwith this a root datum RL. When � � R0 is any root subsystem,not neessarily paraboli, we assoiate to � two new root data, namelyR� := (X; Y;�;�_; F�) with F� determined by the requirement F� �R0;+, and R� := (X�; Y�;�;�_; F�) where the lattie X ! X� is the



ON THE SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION OF AFFINE HECKE ALGEBRAS 17quotient of X by the sublattie perpendiular to �_, and Y� � Y isthe sublattie of elements of Y whih are in the R-linear span of �_.There is an obvious onverse to 3.2:Proposition 3.3. Let R0 � R0 be a paraboli subsystem of roots, andlet TL � T be the subtorus suh that R0 = RL. Let TL � T be thesubtorus whose Lie algebra Lie(TL) is spanned by R_L. Let r 2 TL be aresidual point with respet to (RL; qL) as in Proposition 3.2(v). ThenL := rTL is a residual oset for (R; q).The reursive nature of the de�nition of residual osets makes itfeasible to give a omplete lassi�ation of them. By Lemma 3.2, thislassi�ation problem redues to the lassi�ation of the residual points.In turn, Lusztig [17℄ indiates how the lassi�ation of residual pointsredues to the lassi�ation of residual points in the sense of [11℄ forertain graded aÆne Heke algebras. This lassi�ation is known bythe results in [11℄. Let us explain this in detail. Following [17℄ we alla root datum R = (X; Y;R0; R_0 ; F0) primitive if one of the followingonditions is satis�ed:(1) 8� 2 R0 : �_ 62 2Y .(2) There is a unique � 2 F0 with �_ 2 2Y and fw(�) j w 2 W0ggenerates X.A primitive root datum R satisfying (2) is of the type Ca�n , by whihwe mean thatR = (Q(Bn) = Zn; P (Cn) = Zn; Bn; Cn; fe1 � e2; : : : ; en�1 � en; eng):By [17℄ we know that every root datum is a diret sum of primitivesummands.Proposition 3.4. Let r 2 T be a residual point, and write r = s 2TuTrs for its polar deomposition (with Tu = Hom(X;S1) and Trs =Hom(X;R+)). The root systemRs;1 := f� 2 R1 j �(s) = 1ghas rank dim(T ). The systemRs;0 := f� 2 R0 j k� 2 Rs;1 for some k 2 Ngontains both Rp;essfrg and Rz;essfrg , and r is residual with respet to theaÆne Heke subalgebra Hs � H whose root datum is given by Rs :=(X; Y;Rs;0; R_s;0; Fs;0) (with Fs;0 the basis of Rs;0 ontained in R0;+).Proof. It is lear from the de�nitions that Rs;0 ontains Rp;essfrg andRz;essfrg , and hene has maximal rank. Given a full ag of R-residualsubspaes fg = L0 � L1 � � � � � Ln = T , satisfying 3.4 at eah level,



18 ERIC M. OPDAMwe see that the sets RpLi , RzLi are ontained in Rs;0. It follows by reverseindution on i (starting with Ln = T ) that eah element of the ag isRs-residual. �Lemma 3.5. Given a residual point r = s, let s0 2 Tu = Hom(X;S1)be the element whih oinides with s on eah primitive summand oftype Ca�n and is trivial on the omplement of these summands. Thens0 has order 2.Proof. To see this we may assume that R is of type Ca�n . Then R1 isof type Cn, s = s0, and Rs;1 = f� 2 R1 j �(s0) = 1g, being of maximalrank in R1, is of type Ck +Cn�k for some k. In partiular, �2ei 2 Rs;1for all i = 1; : : : ; n. Moreover the index of ZRs;1 in ZR1 is at most 2.Thus s0 takes values in f�1g on R1, and is trivial on elements of theform �2ei. It follows that s0 has order 2 on X = Zn. �Denote by h 2 Hom(Q; S1) the image of s0 in Hom(Q; S1). Choose rootlabels k� = ks;� 2 R with � 2 Rs;0 by the requirement (k� depends onthe image of s in Hom(Q; S1), but we suppress this in the notation ifthere is no danger of onfusion)ek� =qh(�)=2�_ q1=2�_+1=( q1=2�_=2q�_ if h(�) = +1q1=2�_=2 if h(�) = �1(3.5)Theorem 3.6. Let r = s be a (R; q)-residual point. Then  :=log() 2 t := Lie(Trs) is a residual point in the sense of [11℄ for thegraded Heke algebra Hs = C [W (Rs;0)℄
 Sym(t) with root system Rs;0and root labels ks := (ks;�)�2Rs;0 . This means expliitly that there existsa full ag of aÆne linear subspaes fg = ln � ln�1 � � � � � l0 = tsuh that the sequene is;li := jRps;0;ij � jRzs;0;ij(3.6)is stritly inreasing, whereRps;0;i = f� 2 Rs;0 j �(li) = ks;�g;(3.7)and Rzs;0;i = f� 2 Rs;0 j �(li) = 0g:(3.8)Conversely, given a s 2 Tu suh that Rs;1 � R1 has rank equal torank(X), and a residual point  2 t for the root system Rs;0 with labels(ks;�) de�ned by 3.5, the point r := s exp  is (R; q)-residual. This setsup a 1� 1 orrespondene between W0-orbits of (R; q)- residual pointsand the olletion of pairs (s; ) where s runs over the W0-orbits of



ON THE SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION OF AFFINE HECKE ALGEBRAS 19elements of Tu suh that Rs;1 has rank equal to rank(X), and  2 truns over the W (Rs;0)-orbits of residual points (in the sense of [11℄)for Rs;0 with the labels ks.Proof. Straightforward from the de�nitions. �For onveniene we inlude the following lemma:Lemma 3.7. If the rank of R0 equals the rank of X (a neessaryondition for existene of residual points!), the W0-orbits of pointss 2 Tu suh that Rs;1 � R1 has maximal rank orrespond 1 � 1 to theHom(P (R1)=X; S1) ' Y=Q(R_1 )-orbits on the aÆne Dynkin diagramR(1)1 .Proof. In the ompat torus Hom(P (R1); S1), the W0-orbits of suhpoints orrespond to the verties of the fundamental alove for theation of the aÆne Weyl group W0 n 2�iQ(R_1 ) on Y 
 2�iR. Now wehave to restrit to X � P (R1). �With the results of this subsetion at hand, the lassi�ation of residualosets is now redued to the lassi�ation of residual subspaes as wasgiven in [11℄.3.1. Properties of residual and tempered osetsIn the derivation of the Planherel formula of the aÆne Heke al-gebra, some properties of residual osets will play an important role.Unfortunately, I have no diret proof of these properties. With thelassi�ation at hand they an be heked on a ase-by-ase basis. Bythe previous subsetion this veri�ation redues to the ase of residualsubspaes for graded aÆne Heke algebras. In [11℄ (f. Theorem 3.9,3.10 and Remark 3.14) these matters have indeed been veri�ed.Theorem 3.8. De�ne � : T ! T by x(t�) = x(t)�1. If r = s 2 T isa residual point, then r� 2 W (Rs;0)r.Theorem 3.9. For eah residual oset L 2 T we haveiL = odim(L):(3.9)In other words, for every inlusion L � M of residual osets withdim(L) = dim(M)� 1, the inequality 3.4 is atually an equality. Notethat Theorem 3.9 redues to the ase of residual points by Proposition3.2 and Proposition 3.3. This redues to the ase of residual points inthe sense of [11℄ by Theorem 3.6. This was proved in [11℄ by lassi�a-tion of the residual subspaes.



20 ERIC M. OPDAMTheorem 3.9 has important onsequenes, as we will see later. At thispoint we show that the de�nition of residual osets an be simpli�edas a onsequene of Theorem 3.9. We begin with a simple lemma:Lemma 3.10. Let V be a omplex vetor spae of dimension n, andsuppose that L is the intersetion lattie of a set P of linear hyperplanesin V . Assume that eah hyperplane H 2 P omes with a multipliitymH 2 Z, and de�ne the multipliity mL for L 2 L by mL := PmH ,where the sum is taken over the hyperplanes H 2 P suh that L � H.Assume that f0g 2 L and that mf0g � n. Then there exists a full agof subspaes V = V0 � V1 � � � � Vn = f0g suh that mk := mVk � k.Proof. We onstrut the sequene indutively, starting with V0. Sup-pose we already onstruted the ag up to Vk, with k � n � 2. LetPk � L denote the set of elements of L of dimension n � k � 1 on-tained in Vk, and let Nk denote the ardinality of Pk. By assumption,Nk � n� k � 2. Sine every H 2 P either ontains Vk or intersets Vkin an element of Pk, we haveXL2Pk(mL �mk) = mn �mk:(3.10)Assume that 8L 2 Pk : mL � k. Then, beause mk � k and Nk � 2,mn � kNk + (1�Nk)mk � k � n� 2;(3.11)ontraditing the assumption mn � n. Hene there exists a L 2 Pkwith mL � k + 1, whih we an de�ne to be Vk+1. �Corollary 3.11. For every oset L � T one has iL � odim(L), andL is residual if and only if iL = odim(L).Proof. De�ne P to be the list of odimension 1 osets of T arising asonneted omponents of the following odimension 1 sets:L+�;1 := ft 2 T j �(t) = q�_q1=2�_=2gL+�;2 := ft 2 T j �(t) = �q1=2�_=2gL��;1 := ft 2 T j �(t) = 1gL��;2 := ft 2 T j �(t) = �1g(3.12)Here � 2 R0, and q�_=2 = 1 when 2� 62 R1. We give the omponentsof L+�;1, L+�;1 the index +1, and we give the omponents of L��;1, L��;1index �1.Suppose that L is any oset of a subtorus TL in T . Then iL is equalto the sum of the indies the elements of P ontaining L.Assume that iL � odim(L) = k. By Lemma 3.10 there exists a se-quene L � Lk�e � Lk�e�1 � � � � L0 = T of omponents of intersetions



ON THE SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION OF AFFINE HECKE ALGEBRAS 21of elements of P suh that iLk�e = iL � k and iLj � j = odim(Lj) (wedid not assume that L is a omponent of an intersetion of elementsin the list P, hene e > 0 may our). If k(0) is the smallest indexsuh that iLk(0) > k(0), then Lk(0) is by de�nition residual, and thusviolates Theorem 3.9. Hene suh k(0) does not exist and we onludethat iLk = k for all k. This proves that e = 0 and that L is residual. �Remark 3.12. This solves the question raised in Remark 3.11 of [11℄.Theorem 3.13. Suppose that L � M are two residual osets. WriteL = rLTL = sL exp(L)TL and M = rMTM = sM exp(M)TM asbefore, with rL 2 TL and rM 2 TM . If L = M then L =M .De�nition 3.14. Let L be a residual oset, and write L = rLTL =sL exp(L)TL with rL 2 TL. This is determined up to multipliation ofrL by elements of KL = TL \ TL. We all L := exp(L) the \enter"of L, and we all Ltemp := rLTLu the tempered ompat form of L (bothnotions are independent of the hoie of rL sine KL � TLu ). The osetsof the form Ltemp in T will be alled \tempered osets".Theorem 3.13 follows from Remark 3.14 in [11℄, and shows in partiularthat a tempered oset an not be a subset of a stritly larger temperedoset.4. Loalization of � on Spe(Z)Reall the deomposition of � we derived in [24℄, Theorem 3.7:� = Zt2t0Tu � Etq(w0)�(t)� dtq(w0)(t�1)(t) :(4.1)Let us briey review the various ingredients of this formula. First ofall, Tu = Hom(X;S1), the ompat form of the algebrai torus T =Hom(X; C �), and t0 2 Trs, the real split part of T , suh that thefollowing inequality is satis�ed (f. [24℄ De�nition 1.4 and Corollary3.2): t0 < Æ�1=2:(4.2)In other words, t0 is in the shifted hamber de�ned by8i 2 f1; : : : ; ng : �i(t0) < q(si)�1:(4.3)The form dt denotes the holomorphi n-form on T whih restrits tothe normalized Haar measure on Tu.



22 ERIC M. OPDAMThe funtion �(t) :=Q�2R1;+ �� with�� := 1� ��� 2 A(4.4)is the Weyl denominator, and (t) = (t; q) is Madonald's -funtion.This -funtion is introdued as an element in FA, the �eld of fra-tions of A, and will be interpreted as rational funtion on T (f. [24℄,De�nition 1.13). Expliitly, we put := Y�2R1;+ �;(4.5)where, for � 2 R1, we de�ne � by� := (1 + q�1=2�_ ���=2)(1� q�1=2�_ q�12�_���=2)1� ��� 2 FA:(4.6)Remark 4.1. It is handy to write the formulas in the above form,but stritly speaking inorret if �=2 62 R0. However, we formally putq2�_ = 1 if �=2 62 R0, and with this substitution the above formularedues to an expression ontaining only ��. Here and below we usethis onvention.The expression Et 2 H� is the holomorphi Eisenstein series for H,with the following de�ning properties (f. [24℄, Propositions 2.23 and2.24): (i) 8h 2 H; the map T 3 t! Et(h) is regular:(ii) 8x; y 2 X; h 2 H; Et(�xh�y) = t(x+ y)Et(h):(iii) Et(1) = q(w0)�(t):(4.7)We want to rewrite the integral 4.1 representing the trae funtionalas an integral over the olletion of tempered residual osets, by aontour shift. It turns out that suh a representation exists and isunique. To �nd it, we need an intermediate step. We will �rst rewritethe integral as a sum of integrals over a larger set of tempered \quasi-residual osets", and then we will show that if we symmetrize the resultover W0, all the ontributions of non-residual osets anel.4.1. Quasi residual osetsThe basi sheme to ompute residues has nothing to do with theproperties of root systems. It is therefore onvenient to formulate ev-erything in a more general setting �rst. Later we will onsider theonsequenes that are spei� to our ontext.



ON THE SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION OF AFFINE HECKE ALGEBRAS 23De�nition 4.2. Let ! = pdt=q be a rational (n; 0)-form on T . Assumethat p; q are relatively prime, and are of the formq(t) = Ym2M(xm(t)� dm); p(t) = Ym02M 0(xm0(t)� dm0):(4.8)where the produts are taken over �nite sets M;M0. The index setsM and M0 ome equipped with maps m ! (xm; dm) 2 X � C � . An!-residual oset L is a onneted omponent of an intersetion of odi-mension 1 sets of the form Lm = ft j xm(t) = dmg with m 2 M, suhthat the order iL of ! along L satis�esiL := jfm 2 M j L � Lmgj � jfm0 2 M0 j L � Lm0gj � odim(L):The list of !-residual osets is denoted by L! (it inludes by de�nitionthe empty intersetion T ).We de�ne the notions TL; TL as we did in the ase of the residualsubspaes of setion 3. We note that the \perpendiular torus" TLexists beause the W0-invariant inner produt on X � t� has values inQ . We denote by ML � M the subset fm 2 M j xm(L) = dmg. Wehoose an element rL = sLL 2 TL \L for eah L so that we an writeL = rLTL. We all L 2 Trs the enter of L, and note that this enteris determined uniquely by L. We write L = exp L with L 2 tL. Theset of enters of the !-residual osets is denoted by C!. The temperedform of a !-residual L = rLTL is by de�nition Ltemp := rLTLu (whihis independent of the hoie of rL), and suh a oset will be alled an!-tempered oset.Basially, the only properties of the olletion L! we will need areProposition 4.3. (i) If  2 C! then the unionS := [fL2L!jL=gLtemp � Tuis a regular support in the sense of [28℄ in Tu. This means thata distribution on Tu with support in S an be written as a sumof derivatives of measures supported on S.(ii) If  = exp  2 Trs, and L is !-residual with jLj � jj but L 6= ,then there exists a m 2 ML suh that f(t) = xm(t)� dm is non-vanishing on Tu.Proof. The set S is a �nite union of smooth varieties, obviously satis-fying the ondition of [28℄, Chapitre III, x9 for regularity. Hene (i) istrivial. As for (ii), �rst note that the assumption implies that L 6= 0,hene that L 6= T . Thus the odimension of L is positive, andML 6= ;.Clearly  62 L + tL = log(Trs \ LTu) sine L is the unique smallestvetor in this aÆne linear spae. Beause fxm j m 2 MLg spans



24 ERIC M. OPDAMt�L = (tL)?, we an �nd a m 2 ML suh that xm() 6= xm(L). Thisimplies the result. �4.2. The ontour shift and the loal ontributionsThe following theorem is essentially the same as Lemma 3.1 of [11℄,but beause of its basi importane I inlude the proof here. See also[3℄ for a more general method.Theorem 4.4. Let ! be as in De�nition 4.2 and let t0 2 Trsn [(Trs \ TuLm). There exists a unique olletion of distributions fX 2C�1(Tu)g2C! suh that the following onditions hold:(i) The support of X satis�es supp(X) � S.(ii) For every a 2 Aan(T ) we haveZt2t0Tu a(t)!(t) = X2C! X(ajTu):(4.9)Proof. The existene is proved by indution on the dimension n of T ,the ase of n = 0 being trivial. Suppose that the result is true fortori of dimension n � 1. Choose a smooth path in Trs from t0 to theidentity e whih intersets eah oset Trs \ TuLm transversally and inat most one point tm. We may assume the tm to be distint unlesstm = e. When we move t0 along this urve to e we pik up a residuewhen we ross at a point tm 6= e. For simpliity of notation we write(x; d) instead of (xm; dm), L instead of Lm, t instead of tm et. Reallthat we have the deomposition L = rLTL = sLLTL with rL 2 TL.Let D be the unit onstant vetor �eld on T whih is perpendiular toL. Write dLt = hD; dti for the invariant (n� 1; 0)-form whih restritsto Haar measure on TLu . The residue ontribution we pik up when weross L is then equal toZt02tsLTLu DiL�1(((x� d)iLp=q)a)(t0)dLt0:This deomposes as a �nite sum of the formiL�1Xj=0 Xk ZtsLTLu (Dj(a)jL)!j;k;where !j;k is itself a rational (n�1; 0)-form on L in the produt form asin De�nition 4.2, with poles along the intersetions L0n = L \Ln (withn 2M) whih are of odimension 1 in L. A simple omputation showsthat for every j; k and every onneted omponent H of an intersetionof osets of the form L0n � L, the index i!j;k;H of H � L satis�es



ON THE SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION OF AFFINE HECKE ALGEBRAS 25i!j;k;H � (i!;H�1)�j. It follows that the union over all j; k of the !j;k-residual osets of L is ontained in the olletion of !-residual osetsof H.By the indution hypotheses we an rewrite suh residues in thedesired form, where the role of the identity element in the oset L isnow played by rL. At the identity e itself we have to take a boundaryvalue of ! towards Tu, whih de�nes a distribution on Tu. This provesthe existene.The uniqueness is proved as follows. Suppose that we have a olle-tion fY 2 C�1(Tu)g2C! of distributions suh that(i) supp(Y) � S.(ii) 8a 2 C [T ℄ :P2C! Y(ajTu) = 0.We show that Y = 0 by indution on j = log()j. Choose  2 C! suhthat Y0 = 0 for all 0 with j0j < jj. For eah L 2 L! with jLj � jjand L 6=  we hoose a l 2 ML suh that xl(t) � dl does not vanishon Tu (Proposition 4.3) and we set�(t) := YfL:jLj�jj and L 6=g(xl(t)� dl):It is lear that for suÆiently large N 2 N , Y(�Na) = 0 for all a 2C [T ℄. On the other hand, by the theory of Fourier series of distributionson Tu, C [T ℄jTu is a dense set of test funtions on Tu. Sine �N isnonvanishing on Tu, this funtion is a unit in the spae of test funtionsin Tu. Thus also �NC [T ℄jTu is dense in the spae of test funtions. Itfollows that Y = 0. �4.2.1. Approximating sequenes. There is an \analytially dual" for-mulation of the result on residue distributions that will be useful lateron. The idea to deal with the residue distributions in this way was in-spired by the approah in [13℄ to prove the positivity of ertain residualspherial funtions.Lemma 4.5. For all N 2 N there exists a olletion of sequenesfaN;n gn2N ( 2 C!) in A with the following properties:(i) For all n 2 N, P2C! aN;n = 1.(ii) For every onstant oeÆient di�erential operator D of order atmost N on T , D(aN;n )! D(1) uniformly on S and D(aN;n )! 0on S0 if 0 6= .Proof. We onstrut the sequenes with indution on the norm j =log()j. We �x N and suppress it from the notation. Let  2 C! andassume that we have already onstruted suh sequenes a0n satisfying(ii) for all 0 with j0j < jj. Consider the funtion � onstruted in



26 ERIC M. OPDAMthe seond part of the proof of Theorem 4.4. By Fourier analysis onTu it is lear that there exists a sequene f�ngn2N in C [T ℄ suh thatfor eah onstant oeÆient di�erential operator D of order at most Nthere exists a onstant D suh thatk(D(�n)�D(��(N+1)))jTuk1 < D=nApplying Leibniz' rule to �(N+1)�n� 1 = �(N+1)(�n� ��(N+1)) repeat-edly we see that this implies that there exists a onstant 0D for eahonstant oeÆient di�erential operator D, suh thatk(D(�(N+1)�n)�D(1))jTuk1 < 0D=n:Notie that D(�(N+1)�n) = 0 on all S0 with j0j � jj but 0 6= . Onthe other hand, for eah onstant oeÆient di�erential operator E thefuntion E(1�Pf0jj0j<jjg a0k ) onverges uniformly to zero on eah S0with j0j < jj. Again applying Leibniz' rule repeatedly we see thatthere exist a k 2 N (depending on n) suh that the funtionan := �(N+1)�n(1� Xf0jj0j<jjg a0k )has the property that kD(an)j[S0k1 < 0D=n;where the union is taken over all 0 with j0j < jj. It is lear that thesequene an thus onstruted satis�es (ii). We ontinue this proessuntil we have only one enter  left. For this last enter we an simplyput an := 1�X0 6= a0n :This satis�es the property (ii), and fores (i) to be valid. �The use of suh olletions of sequenes is the following:Proposition 4.6. In the situation of Theorem 4.4 and given any ol-letion of sequenes fang as onstruted in Lemma 4.5 we an expressthe residue distributions as (with a 2 A):X(a) = limn!1Zt0Tu ana!;provided N (in Lemma 4.5) is hosen suÆiently large.Proof. Beause we are working with distributions on ompat spaes,the orders of the distributions are �nite. Take N larger than the max-imum of all orders of the X. By Proposition 4.3 we an thus express



ON THE SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION OF AFFINE HECKE ALGEBRAS 27X0 as a sum of derivatives of order at most N of measures supportedon S0. The result now follows diretly from the de�ning properties ofthe sequene an. �4.2.2. Cyles of integration. Yet another useful way to express theresidue distribution is by means of integration of a! over a suitablen-yle. We will need this representation later on.In the next proposition we will use the distane funtion on T whihmeasures the distane between 2�iY -orbits in tC . For Æ > 0 and eahL whih is a onneted omponent of an intersetion of odimension 1osets Lm � T with m 2 M, we denote by BL(rL; Æ) a ball in TL withradius Æ and enter rL, and by BLrs(Æ) a ball with radius Æ and enterd in TLrs. We put ML � M for the m 2 M suh that L � Lm, andML � M for the m 2 M suh that Lm \ L has odimension 1 in L.We write Tm = ft j xm(t) = 1g.Let UL(Æ) � TL be the open set ft 2 TLrs j 8m 2 ML : tBL(rL; Æ) \Lm = ;g. Note that UL(Æ1) � UL(Æ2) if Æ1 > Æ2, and that the union ofthese open sets is equal to the omplement of union of the odimension1 subsets r�1L (L \ Lm) � TL with m 2 ML.Proposition 4.7. Let � > 0 be suh that for all m 2 M and L 2 L!,Lm \ BL(rL; �)BLrs(�)TLu 6= ; implies that Ltemp \ Lm 6= ;. Denote byML;temp the set of m 2 ML suh that Ltemp \ Lm 6= ;. There exist(i) 8L 2 L!, a point �L 2 BLrs(�)n [m2ML;temp Tm,(ii) a 0 < Æ < � suh that 8L 2 L!; �LTLu � UL(Æ), and(iii) 8L 2 L!, a yle �L � BL(rL; Æ)n [m2ML Lm,suh that 8 2 C!; 8� 2 C1(Tu) : X(�) = XfLjL=gXL(�);(4.10)where XL is the distribution on Tu de�ned by8a 2 A : XL(a) = Z�LTLu ��L a!;(4.11)If ML;temp = ; we may take �L = e.Proof. We begin the proof by remarking that (i), (ii) and (iii) implythat the funtional XL on A indeed de�nes a distribution on LTu,supported on Ltemp. Consider for t 2 UL(Æ) the inner integralZt� a! := i(a; t)dLt:(4.12)



28 ERIC M. OPDAMThen i(a; t) is a linear ombination of derivatives D�a (normal to L) ofa at rLt with oeÆients in the ring of meromorphi funtions on TLwhih are regular outside the odimension 1 intersetions r�1L (L\Lm):i(a; t) =X� f�D�a:(4.13)Hene XL(a) is equal to the sum of the boundary value distributionsBV�L;f� of the meromorphi oeÆient funtions, applied to the orre-sponding normal derivative of a, restrited to Ltemp:XL(a) =X� BV�L;f�(D�ajLtemp):(4.14)We see that XL is a distribution supported in Ltemp � LTu, whihonly depends on �L and on the omponent of BLrs(�)n [m2ML;temp Tm inwhih �L lies.Hene, by the uniqueness assertion of Theorem 4.4, we onlude thatit is suÆient to prove that we an hoose �L; Æ; �L in suh a way that8a 2 A : Zt0Tu a! = XL2L! XL(a):(4.15)In order to prove this it is enough to show that we an hoose �L; Æ; �Las in (i), (ii) and (iii) for the larger olletion ~L! of all the onnetedomponents of intersetions of the Lm (with m 2 M), suh thatt0Tu � [L2 ~L!�LTLu � �L:(4.16)Here � means that the left hand side and the right hand side arehomologous yles in Tn[m2MLm. The desired result follows from this,sine the funtional XL is equal to 0 unless L is !-residual (beause theinner integral 4.12 is identially equal to 0 for non-residual intersetions,by an elementary argument whih is given in detail in the proof ofTheorem 4.26).Let k 2 f0; 1; : : : ; n�1g. Denote by ~L!(k) the olletion of onnetedomponents of intersetions of the Lm (m 2 M) suh that odim(L) <k. Assume that we already have onstruted points �L; Æ; �L satisfying(i), (ii) and (iii) for all L 2 ~L!(k) and in addition, for eah L 2 L! withodim(L) = k, a �nite set of points 
L � TLrs suh that 
LTLu � UL(Æ)and a yle �L;w � BL(rL; Æ)n [m2ML Lm for eah w 2 
L, suh thatt0Tu is homologous to[L2 ~L!(k)(�LTLu � �L) [ [L2 ~L!(k+1)n ~L!(k) [w2
L (wTLu � �L;w):(4.17)This equation holds for k = 0, with 
T = ft0g, whih is the startingpoint of the indutive onstrution to be disussed below. We willonstrut �L, Æ1 and �L for L 2 ~L!(k+1)n ~L!(k), and �nite sets 
L for



ON THE SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION OF AFFINE HECKE ALGEBRAS 29L 2 ~L!(k + 2)n ~L!(k + 1), with a yle �w for eah w 2 
L suh thatequation 4.17 holds with k replaed by k + 1, and Æ by Æ1.First of all, notie that we may replae Æ by any 0 < Æ0 < Æ in equa-tion 4.17, beause we an shrink the �L and �L;w within their homologylass to �t in the smaller sets BL(rL; Æ0)n [m2ML Lm. Choose Æ0 smallenough suh that for eah L 2 ~L!(k + 1)n ~L!(k) there exists a point�L 2 BLrs(�) with the property that �LTLu � UL(Æ0).The singularities of the inner integral are loated at odimension 1osets in TL of the form r�1L N , where N is a onneted omponent ofL\Lm for some m 2 ML. We have r�1L N = r�1L rNTN � TL, and thus�1L NTNrs � TLrs. Choose paths inside TLrs from w 2 
L to the point �L.We hoose eah path suh that it intersets the real osets �1L NTNrstransversally and in at most one point, and suh that these intersetionpoints are distint. If p is the intersetion point with the path  fromw 2 
L to �L then p is of the form p = �1L NwL;N;w 2 �1L NTNrs withwL;N;w 2 TNrs . Given N 2 ~L!(k + 2)n ~L!(k + 1) we denote by 
N theset of all wL;N;w arising in this way, for all the L 2 ~L!(k + 1)n ~L!(k)suh that L � N , and w 2 
L.Notie that if v = wL;N;w 2 
N and vs 2 r�1N (N \ Lm) for somem 2 MN and s 2 Tu, we have that �1L Nv 2 �1L (NTNrs \ N 0TN 0rs )where N 0 = L \ Lm. Sine TN 0 6= TN , this ontradits the assertionthat the intersetion points of the paths in TLrs and the osets �1L NTNrsare distint. We onlude in partiular that the ompat set 
NTNu isontained in the union of the open sets UN (Æ0). We an thus hoose Æ0small enough suh that in fat 
NTNu � UN (Æ0), as required in equation4.17.Write TN�L for the identity omponent of the 1-dimensional interse-tion TN \TL, and deompose the torus TL as the produt TN �TN�L.Let v = wL;N;w 2 
N and put p = �1L Nv for the orresponding inter-setion point in TLrs. Notie that for a odimension 1 oset r�1L N 0 � TLwith N 0 2 ~L! we have thatpTN�L;u \ r�1L N 0 = ( ; if �1L N 0TN 0 6= �1L NTN ;GL;N 0;w otherwise(4.18)where GL;N 0;w is a oset of the subgroup TN�L \TN of the �nite groupKN 0 = KN = TN \ TN � TNu , of the formGL;N 0;w = (TN�L \ TN)r�1L rN 0v:(4.19)The osets GL;N 0;w are disjoint. Let Æ(L;w) be the minimum distaneof two points in the union of these osets, and let Æ(k + 1) denote theminimum of the positive real numbers Æ(L;w) when we vary over all



30 ERIC M. OPDAMthe L and w 2 
L. Choose Æ1 > 0 smaller than the minimum of Æ0 andÆ(k + 1). Let � be a irle of radius Æ1=2 with enter e in TN�L. Nextwe make Æ0 suÆiently small so that [N 0GL;N 0;w� � UL(Æ0). For x�; x+suitably lose to x0 with x� < x0 < x+ we have in UL(Æ0):(x�)TN�L;u � (x+)TN�L;u [ [N 0GL;N 0;w�;(4.20)where the union is over all N 0 � L suh that �1L N 0TN 0 = �1L NTN .De�ne �L;N 0;v := r�1L rN 0� � �L;w:(4.21)We then have(x�)TLu � �L;w � (x+)TLu � �L;w [ [N 0vTNu � �L;N 0;v:(4.22)By possibly making Æ0 smaller we get that �L;N;v � BN (rN ; Æ1) for allpossible hoies N;L and w. If Lm � N but Lm 6� L, then, siner�1L rN� � UL(Æ0) and �L;w � BL(rL; Æ0), we have �L;N;v \ Lm = ;. If onthe other hand Lm � L then �L;N;v \ Lm = r�1L rN� � (�L;w \ Lm) = ;.Finally we put �N;v := [(L;w)�L;N;v;(4.23)where we take the union over all pairs (L;w) with L 2 ~L!(k+1)n ~L!(k)suh that L � N and w 2 
L suh that there is an intersetion pointwL;N;w with wL;N;w = v. We have shown that�N;v � BN (rN ; Æ1)n [m2MN Lm;(4.24)as required in equation 4.17.Applying equation 4.22 for all the intersetions of all the paths wehose, we obtain equation 4.17 with k replaed by k + 1 and Æ byÆ1. We thus take �L = [w2
L�L;w for L 2 ~L!(k + 1)n ~L!(k), and forN 2 ~L!(k + 2)n ~L!(k + 1) we take 
N and �N;v as onstruted above.This proess ontinues until we have k = n� 1 in equation 4.17. Inthe next step we proeed in the same way but with 
N = feg for allN 2 ~L!(n+ 1)n ~L!(n). The proess now stops, sine also �N = e. Thisproves the desired result, with Æ equal to the Æ1 obtained in the laststep of the indutive onstrution. �Remark 4.8. The homology lasses of the yles �L are not uniquelydetermined by the above algorithm. In fat the splitting X =PfLjL=gXLis not unique without further assumptions. Nonetheless, we will laterstudy a situation where the deomposition X = PfLjL=gXL is suhthat eah XL is a regular measure supported on Ltemp, and suh a de-omposition is of ourse unique.



ON THE SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION OF AFFINE HECKE ALGEBRAS 31We list some useful properties of the yles �L. We �x !, and suppressit from the notation.De�nition 4.9. Let L 2 L. Denote by LL the on�guration of realosets ML := LTMrs where M 2 L suh that M � L, M 6= T . The\dual" on�guration, onsisting of the osets ML := LTM;rs � TL withM 2 L suh that M � L, is denoted by LL. Given an (open) hamberC in the omplement of LL, we all Cd = fL exp(v) j (v; w) < 08w 2log(�1L C)nf0gg the anti-dual one. This anti-dual one is the interiorof the losure of a union of hambers of the dual on�guration LL inTL.Proposition 4.10. If t0 is moved inside a hamber of LL we an leave�L unhanged.Proof. If t0 is moved within a hamber of LL, the path from t0 to e anbe hosen equal to the original path up to a path whih only rossesodimension one osets of the form LmTu \ Trs whih do not ontain = L. Therefore this does not hange �L. �Proposition 4.11. Write L = rLTL = LsLTL as usual, and let M 2LL. Then M temp � Ltemp if and only if e 2ML. In partiular, Ltemp ismaximal in the olletion of !-tempered osets if and only if e is regularwith respet to the on�guration LL.Proof. If M 2 LL, then Ltemp � M temp , L = M (sine then sL 2(�1M M) \ Tu = sMTMu , implying that rL 2 M temp). Now L = M ,L 2 TM , e 2ML. �Proposition 4.12. (f. [11℄, Lemma 3.3.) If e is not in the losure ofthe anti-dual one of the hamber of LL in whih t0 lies, we an take�L = ;.Proof. The possible ontributions to the yle �L ome from ontourshifts in the entral on�guration LL. We an therefore replae L by theon�guration L(L) of onneted omponents of intersetions of osetsLm with m 2 ML, and apply the indutive proess of Proposition 4.7to L(L).We identify Trs with the real vetor spae t via the map t! log(�1L t),and we denote by h�; �i the Eulidean inner produt thus obtained onTrs. Notie that the role of the origin is played by L. The sets MTMrswith M 2 L(L) satisfy MTMrs 3 L, and are equipped with the induedEulidean inner produt.By the assumption and Proposition 4.10 we an hoose t0 within itshamber suh that ht0; ei > 0. Assume by indution that in the k-th



32 ERIC M. OPDAMstep of the indutive proess of Proposition 4.7 we have, 8N 2 L(L)with odim(L) = k and 8w 2 
N , thathNw; Ni > 0(4.25)(see equation 4.17 for the meaning of 
N). Notie in partiular thatthis implies that 
N = ; if N = L. By hoosing � suÆiently small,we also have hN�N ; Ni > 0. The path  in TNrs from w 2 
N to�N is hosen equal to �1N [Nw; N�N ℄, where [Nw; N�N ℄ denotes the(geodesi) segment from Nw to N�N in the Eulidean spae NTNrs .Note that hx; Ni > 0 for all x 2 [Nw; N�N ℄. Let M � L(L)with odim(M) = k + 1 and M � N . If  intersets �1N MTMrs in�1N MwN;M;w, then we have 0 < hMwN;M;w; Ni = hMwN;M;w; Mi.By indution on k this proves that we an perform the ontour shiftsin suh a way that 4.25 holds for eah k 2 f0; : : : ; odim(L)g. Thisimplies that 
L = ;, and thus that �L = ;. �In the next proposition we view the onstants dm as variables. Wehoose a ontinuous path [0; 1℄ 3 � ! (dm(�))m2M from (dm)m2M to(d0m)m2M, and onsider the resulting deformation of ! and L. Theend point of the path orresponds to the form !0 and its olletion of!0-residual osets, denoted by L0. Reall that ML denotes the set ofm 2 M suh that Lm � L. Assume that \m2MLLm(�) 6= ; for all �.In this situation there exists a ontinuous path � ! rL(�) suh thatL(�) := rL(�)TL is a onneted omponent of \m2MLLm(�). We maytake rL(�) 2 TL \ L(�). We put L0 = L(1). Assume that fm 2 M jxm(L0) = d0mg = fm 2 M j xm(L) = dmg.Proposition 4.13. Assume that e(�) := L�1L(�) stays within a faet ofLL for all �, and t0(�) := t0L�1L(�) stays within a hamber of LL. Withthese assumptions we an take �L0 = r�1L rL0�L.Proof. The only ontributions to �L ome from ontour shifts insideresidual osets of the on�guration L(L) as in the proof of Proposition4.12. Likewise, for the onstrution of �L0 we only need to onsiderthe translated on�guration r�1L rL0L(L). By the assumption on t0 andProposition 4.10 we an onstrut rLr�1L0 �L0 by working with L(L) andt0, but with the enter e of T replaed by e0 := e(1).We now follow the deformations of the enters M(�) with � 2 [0; 1℄and M 2 L(L). The assumption on e(�) implies that M 6= L , 8� :M(�) 6= L. This implies we an use �L also as the yle assoiatedwith L relative to the enter e0. �



ON THE SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION OF AFFINE HECKE ALGEBRAS 33Remark 4.14. Note that for some � 2 (0; 1) there may be additionalM 2 L(�) suh that L(�) �M . It may also happen that for some valuesof � 2 [0; 1℄, L(�)temp ontains smaller tempered osets. We may needto adjust �L(�) aordingly.4.3. Appliation to the trae funtionalWe will now apply the above results to the integral 3.7. We thus usethe rational (n; 0)-form�(t) := dtq(w0)2�(t)(t; q)(t�1; q)(4.26)and de�ne the notion of quasi-residual oset as the �-residual osetsintrodued above. We write Lqu for the olletion of these �-residualspaes, Cqu for their enters et. Note that the residual osets of sub-setion 3 are inluded in this olletion.Apply theorem 4.4 to � of equation 4.26, with t0 suh that �(Re(t0)) <q(s�)�1 for all � 2 F0. Denote the resulting loal distributions by X�;.Proposition 4.15. The olletion fXhg2Cqu;h2H of distributions Xh 2C�1(Tu) de�ned by Xh (a) := X�;(ft! a(t)Et(h)g) satis�es(i) supp(Xh ) � Squ .(ii) 8a 2 A : �(ah) =P2Cqu Xh (a) (where X(a) means X(ajTu)).(iii) The appliation h! Xh is C -linear.(iv) 8a; b 2 A; h 2 H : Xah (b) = Xh (ab).Proof. These properties are simple onsequenes of 4.7. �4.3.1. Symmetrization. The main objets of this setion are the W0-symmetri versions of the loal distributions Xh .De�nition 4.16. Let Cqu� denote the set of elements in Cqu whih liein Trs;� = ft 2 Trs j 8� 2 R0;+ : �(t) � 1g. For h 2 H, a 2 A, and 2 Cqu� put: Yh (a) := X02W0Xh0(�a);(4.27)where �a := jW0j�1Pw2W0 aw. Then Yh is a W0-invariant distributionon [02W00Tu, with support in W0Squ , suh that for all z 2 Z:�(zh) = X2Cqu� Yh (z):(4.28)



34 ERIC M. OPDAMIt is elementary to ompute the distribution Yh when  = e. Re-all that ([24℄, Corollary 2.26) we have the following identity for theharater of the minimal prinipal series It:�It = q(w0)�1 Xw2W0�(wt)�1Ewt:(4.29)Hene we an write for all z 2 Z:Yhe (z) = RTu z(t)Et(h)�(t)= RTu z(t)�It(h)d�T (t);(4.30)where �T is the positive measure on Tu given byd�T (t) := dtq(w0)(t)(t�1) :(4.31)Here we used the W0-invariane of (t)(t�1), and the fat that fort 2 Tu we have (t)(t�1) = (t)(�t) = j(t)j2:(4.32)We see that h ! Yhe (1) is the integral of the funtion Tu = Se 3 t !�It(h) against a positive measure on Tu. Moreover, for every t 2 Tu, thefuntion h ! �It(h) is positive and entral, and is a Z-eigenfuntionwith harater t. Our �rst task will be to prove these properties forarbitrary enters  2 Cqu. The main tools we will employ are theapproximating sequenes.4.3.2. Positivity and entrality of the kernel. Let us hoose, for a suit-ably large N , approximating sequenes an for the distributions X�;.We remark that the group �W0 ats on the olletion of quasi-residualsubspaes. In addition, omplex onjugation also leaves this olletionstable. We de�ne an ation � on A of the group G of automorphismsof T generated by W0, inv : t ! t�1 and onj : t ! �t. For elementsg 2 �W0 this ation is given by g � a := ag, and (onj �a)(t) := a(t).Lemma 4.17. We an hoose the an in a G-equivariant way, i.e. suhthat 8g 2 G : agn = g � (an).Proof. Just notie that for any given olletion of approximating se-quenes A := fang and any g 2 G, g �A = fg �ag�1n g is also a olletionof approximating sequenes for the distributions X�;, and this de�nesan ation of G on the set of olletions of approximating sequenes forthe X�;. Hene we an take the average over G. �



ON THE SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION OF AFFINE HECKE ALGEBRAS 35For  2 Cqu� we now de�ne zn := X02W0 a0n :(4.33)Then these sequenes in the enter Z of H have the property that forall  2 Cqu� , z 2 Z and h 2 H:Yh (z) = limn!1 �(znzh):(4.34)It is easy to see that the map h! Yh is entral.Proposition 4.18. For all  2 Cqu� , we have Yh = 0 if h is a ommu-tator.Proof. We ompute Yh (z) = limn!1 �(znzh) = 0, beause znzh is alsoa ommutator and � is entral. �We de�ne an anti-holomorphi involutive map t! t� on T by t� := t�1.In view of the ation of onjugation on A, we see that for all z 2 Z,z�(t) = z(t�). By Lemma 4.17 we have, for eah  2 Cqu� ,z�n (t) = zn(t�1) = (zn)�(t):(4.35)Now we embark on the proof that the distributions Yh are in fat(omplex) measures.De�nition 4.19. Let us denote by H+ the set of elements h 2 H suhthat 8x 2 H : (hx; x) � 0. We all this the set of positive elements ofH.By spetral theory in the Hilbert ompletion H � H, this is equiv-alent to saying that �(h) 2 B(H) is hermitian and has its spetrum inR�0 . Thus H+ is the intersetion of H with the usual positive oneC+ of the ompletion C. It is lear that for all x 2 H, x�x 2 H+ butnot every positive element is of this form. In fat, x 2 H+ does notimply that �(x) � 0 for an arbitrary representation � of the involutivealgebra H. This is only true for representations � that extend to C,and the trivial representation is a ounter example for this.We write Hre for the subspae of real or hermitian elements, i.e.h 2 H suh that h� = h.Lemma 4.20. (i) If z 2 Z+; h 2 H+ then zh 2 H+.(ii) If h 2 Hre and A 2 R+ suh that A � khko, then A + h 2 H+.Proof. A square root pz 2 Z of z has obviously the property that�(pz) = �(pz). Hene for every x 2 H, h 2 H+:(zhx; x) = (h�(pz)x; �(pz)x) � 0:



36 ERIC M. OPDAMThe seond assertion follows sine Spe(�(x)) � [�kxko; kxko℄. �Lemma 4.21. (i) If � 62 W0 then Yh = 0.(ii) Let � 2 W0, and s 2 Squ suh that (s)� = �1s 62 W0(s).Then s 62 Supp(Yh ).Proof. (i). Any h 2 H an be deomposed as h = hr+ ihi with h�r = hrand h�i = hi, so it suÆes to prove the assertion for h 2 Hre. Thus byLemma 4.20 it is suÆient to prove the assertion for a positive elementh 2 H+. Similarly z 2 Z is a linear ombination of positive entralelements, so that it is suÆient to show that Yh (z) = Yzh (1) = 0 foreah positive entral element z. By Lemma 4.20 this redues our taskto proving that Yh (1) = 0 for an arbitrary element h 2 H+. Then0 � limn!1 �(h(z�n + uzn)�(z�n + uzn)) = uYh (1) + uYh�(1):(4.36)It follows easily that Yh�(1) = Yh (1) = 0.(ii). This is essentially the same argument that we used to prove(i). Sine (s)� 62 W0(s), we an �nd an open neighborhood U 3 sin Tu suh that W0U \ U� = ;. Let � 2 C1 (W0U)W0. Then ��� = 0,where ��(x) := �(x�). We want to prove that Yh (�) = 0 for h 2 H+.By Fourier analysis on Tu we an �nd a sequene fn 2 AW suh thatD(fn) onverges uniformly toD(�) on Tu for every onstant oeÆientdi�erential operator D on T of order at most N on T . We an then�nd a sequene gn of the form gn = fnak(n) suh that D(gn) onvergesuniformly to D(�) on Squ , and to 0 on Squ0 for every 0 6= . Hene ifwe put �n = Xw2W  gwn 2 Z;then for eah onstant oeÆient di�erential operator D on T of orderat most N , D(�n) ! D(�) uniformly on W0Squ , and D(�n) ! 0uniformly on Squ0 for 0 62 W0. Hene 8h 2 H+; u 2 C ,0 � limn!1 �(h(uzn + �n)�(uzn + �n))= juj2Yh (1) + uYh (��) + uYh (�)(4.37)If we divide this inequality by juj and send juj to 0, we get that 8� 2 Cwith j�j = 1, 0 � �Yh (��) + �Yh (�)(4.38)It follows that 8h 2 H+, Yh (�) = Yh (��) = 0. Hene the same is truefor arbitrary h 2 H. �



ON THE SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION OF AFFINE HECKE ALGEBRAS 37Corollary 4.22. If h 2 H+, the distribution Yh is a W0-invariantpositive measure on W0Tu, supported on W0Squ .Proof. It suÆes to show that Yh is a positive distribution. Assumethat � 2 C1(W0Tu)W0 and that � > 0. Then the positive square rootp� is also in C1(W0Tu)W0. Using the approximating sequenes as wedid before, we an �nd a sequene fn 2 Z suh that D(fn)! D(p�),uniformly on W0Squ , and to 0 on Squ0 for 0 6= . By Lemma 4.21,the support of Yh is ontained in W0Sherm := W0Squ \ T herm, whereT herm := ft 2 T j t� 2 W0tg. This is itself a regular support fordistributions. On W0Sherm , the sequene �n := f �nfn 2 Z+ onvergesuniformly to � up to derivatives of order N . Hene0 � limn!1 �(hf �nfn) = Yh (�):(4.39)This proves the desired inequality. �Corollary 4.23. Put � := Y1. Then for all h 2 H, Yh is absolutelyontinuous with respet to �.Proof. It is enough to prove this for h 2 H whih are hermitian, i.e.suh that h� = h. By Lemma 4.20 and Corollary 4.22 we see that forpositive funtions � 2 C1(W0Tu)W0,�khko�(�) � Yh (�) � khko�(�):(4.40) �De�nition 4.24. Let � := P2Cqu� �. We de�ne a bounded, W0-invariant funtion t! �t 2 H� on T byX2Cqu� Yh (�jW0Squ ) = ZT �(t)�t(h)d�(t):(4.41)for eah � 2 C(T )W0. For t outside the support of � we set �t(h) = 0.Corollary 4.25. The funtion t! �t 2 H� satis�es(i) The support of t! �t is the support of �.(ii) �t 2 H� is a positive, entral funtional suh that �t(1) = 1, �almost everywhere on T .(iii) For h 2 H; z 2 Z : �t(zh) = z(t)�t(h), � almost everywhere onT .(iv) �t extends, for �-almost all t, to a traial state of the C�-algebraC.Proof. Everything is lear exept perhaps the ontinuity assertion of(iv). By equation 4.40 and De�nition 4.24 it follows that j�t(h)j � khko



38 ERIC M. OPDAMfor Hermitian h 2 H. By (ii) we see that hx; yi := �t(x�y) is a positivesemi-de�nite Hermitian from on H, and thus it satis�es the Shwartzinequality. For arbitrary x 2 H we thus get j�t(x)j2 � �t(1)�t(x�x) �kx�xko = kxk2o. �4.4. The probability measure � and the A-weights of �tThe measure � an be omputed almost expliitly, due to the prop-erties of residual osets whih were disussed in subsetion 3.1. Aswe remarked in that subsetion, the proofs of these fats are basedon lassi�ation. However, we will see the underlying reason for theseproperties in the present paragraph.The results in this subsetion are based on the fat that the Eisen-stein kernel of 4.1 simpli�es onsiderably when restrited to the subal-gebra A of H. We will exploit this fat here to study the behaviour ofthe states �t on A.Theorem 4.26. The measure � is a W0-invariant probability measure,whose support is ontained in the union of the ompat osets Ltemp,where L runs over the olletion of residual osets as de�ned in Setion3. Let dL denote the normalized Haar measure on TLu , transported tothe oset Ltemp by translation. On Ltemp, the measure �L is given by adensity funtion ÆLmL := d�L(t)dL(t) , where ÆL 2 Q is a onstant and wheremL is of the formmL(t) = q(w0) Q0�2R1(1� �(t))Q0�2R1(1 + q1=2�_ �(t)1=2)(1� q1=2�_ q2�_�(t)1=2) :(4.42)Here we used the onvention of Remark 4.1. The onstant ÆL is inde-pendent of q if we assume q to be of the form 2.22. The notation Q0means that we omit the fators whih are identially equal to 0 on L.The density mL is a smooth funtion on Ltemp.Proof. We apply Proposition 4.7 to the integral�(a) = Zt0Tu a(t) dtq(w0)(t)(t�1) = X2CquX1(a):Choose � > 0. For a suitably small Æ > 0 we an �nd, for eah quasiresidual subspae L, an �L 2 TLrs in an � neighborhood of e, and ayle �L � BL(rL; Æ)n [L0m�L L0m, where BL(rL; Æ) � TL denotes a ballof radius Æ > 0 entered around rL, suh thatX1(a) := XL:L=Zt2�LTLu �Zt�L a(t0) dL(t0)q(w0)(t0)(t0�1)� dL(t):(4.43)



ON THE SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION OF AFFINE HECKE ALGEBRAS 39Here dL(t) is the holomorphi extension to L of dL, and dLt0 denotesthe Haar measure on TL;u, also extended as a holomorphi form on TL.We assume that Æ is small enough to assure that log is well de�ned onBL(rL; Æ). For the inner integral we use orthonormal linear oordinates(xi) entered at log(rL). We note that we an write the integrand as:a(t)mL(t)(1 + ft)!L(4.44)where !L is a rational homogeneous (l := dim(TL); 0)-form (indepen-dent of t), and ft is a power series in xi suh that ft(0) = 0. In fat,the form !L is easily seen to be!L(x) = Q�2RzL �(x)il vol(tL=(2�YL))Q�2RpL �(x)dx1 ^ dx2 � � � ^ dxl:(4.45)By Corollary 3.11 it follows that the form !L has homogeneous degree� 0 if L is residual in the sense of De�nition 3.1. A homogeneous losedrational form of positive homogeneous degree is exat. Hene the innerintegral will be nonzero only if L is in fat a residual oset. In thatase the inner integral will have value�La(rLt)mL(rLt)(4.46)for some �L 2 Q (sine !L de�nes a rational ohomology lass). Let ustherefore assume that L is residual from now on. Write rL = s. ByTheorem 3.8 we know that r�L = s�1 = ws(rL) with ws 2 W (RL;s;1).When t 2 Ltemp, the expression mL(t) an be rewritten asq(wL)mRL;frLg(rL) Y�2R1;+nRL;1;+ j1� �(t)j2j1 + q1=2�_ �(t)1=2j2j1� q1=2�_ q2�_�(t)1=2j2 :(4.47)
Here we used that if t = u 2 Ltemp with u 2 sTLu , we have ws = �1,wsu = u, and ws(R1;+nRL;1;+) = R1;+nRL;1;+. By the same argumentas was used in Theorem 3.13 of [11℄ we see that this expression is realanalyti on Ltemp. This implies that we an in fat take �L = e for allresidual L in equation 4.43 after we evaluate the inner integrals. Thisleads to X1(a) = XL:L=�L ZLtemp a(t)mL(t)dL(t):(4.48)where the sum is taken over residual osets only. When we ombineterms over W0 orbits of residual osets we �nd the desired result. LetW0L denote the set of residual osets in the orbit of L. We have to



40 ERIC M. OPDAMtake ÆL = 1jW0Lj XL02W0L �L0 :(4.49)We note in addition that �L = �RL;frLg, beause the yle �L is on-struted inside TL, entirely in terms of the root system RL. Also, it islear that mRL;frLg(rL) is independent of the hoie of rL, beause the�nite groupKL = TL\TL is ontained in the simultaneous kernel of theroots of RL. Finally, the independene of q is lear from Proposition4.13. When we apply a saling transformation q ! q�, the point Lmoves suh that the faet of the dual on�guration ontaining e doesnot hange. Hene r�1L �L and !L will be independent of �. �Proposition 4.27. For L residual, denote byRL = (XL; YL; RL; R_L; FL)the root datum as was introdued in Proposition 3.2 (iv), and by qL therestrition of the label funtion q to RL. Then frLg � TL is a (RL; qL)residual point. Assume that RL is a standard paraboli subsystem ofroots, and thus that FL � F0. Denote by WL the standard parabolisubgroup WL = W (RL) of W0, and let WL denote the set of minimallength representatives of the right WL osets in W0.(i) When w 2 WL, we may take �wL = w(�L). Consequently, �L =�wL if w 2 WL.(ii) PutmL(t) := q(wL) Y�2R1;+nRL;1;+ j1� �(t)j2j1 + q1=2�_ �(t)1=2j2j1� q1=2�_ q2�_�(t)1=2j2 :(4.50)Then mL and mL are Aut(W0)-equivariant, i.e. mL(t) = mgL(gt)and mL(t) = mgL(gt) for every g 2 Aut(W0). In partiular, mLand mL are invariant for the stabilizer NL of L in W0.(iii) For z 2 Z, we have1jW0Lj ZT zd�L = �RL;frLg(frLg) ZLtemp z(t)mL(t)dL(t):(4.51)Proof. (i). We note that for w 2 WL, t0 and w�1t0 are in the samehamber of LL. Hene, by appliation of 4.10, we may replae �wL byw(�L).(ii). This is trivial.(iii). Let WL = W (RL). Let NTL be the stabilizer of TL in W0.Observe that NL � NTL and WL C NTL. If we de�ne �L = NTL \WLthen �L is a omplementary subgroup of WL in NTL. Using (i), (ii)



ON THE SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION OF AFFINE HECKE ALGEBRAS 41and the remark �L = �RL;frLg as in the proof of Theorem 4.26, we seethat ÆL = 1jW0LjPL02W0L �L0= jW0TLjjW0Lj PL02NTLL �L0= jW0TLjjNTLLjjW0Lj ÆRL;frLg = ÆRL;frLg(4.52)Using Theorem 4.26 and equation 4.47 the result follows. �The next proposition is a diret onsequene of (the proof of) Theorem4.26 and the de�nition of �t.Proposition 4.28. Let r = s 2 T be a residual point, and let a 2 A.Then �(W0r)�r(a) = mfrg(r) Xr02W0r �fr0ga(r0):(4.53)Theorem 4.29. The support of � is exatly equal to the union of thetempered residual osets.Proof. By Proposition 4.27 this redues to the ase of a residual pointr = s. By Proposition 4.28 it is enough to show that there exists atleast one r0 = wr 2 W0r suh that �fr0g 6= 0. In other words, usingProposition 4.28 we single out the point residue at r0. In partiular, weignore all residues at residual osets whih do not ontain r0 and thusdo not ontribute to �fr0g in the argument below.By the W0-invariane of !, we an formulate the problem as follows.Reall from the proof of Theorem 4.26 that�frgmfrg(r) = Z� !;(4.54)where � is the residue yle at r, whih is obtained from Proposition4.7 if we use the n-form !(t) = dt(t)(t�1)(4.55)and a base point t0 2 Trs suh that 8�i 2 F0 : �i(t0) < q(si). Byde�nition, mfrg(r) 6= 0. For r0 = wr we have�fr0gmfrg(r) = Z�(w) !;(4.56)where �(w) is the yle near r whih we obtain in Proposition 4:7 whenwe replae t0 by w�1t0. Hene we have to show that there exists aproper hoie for t0 suh that when we start the ontour shift algorithmfrom this point, the orresponding point residue at r will be nonzero.



42 ERIC M. OPDAMThe problem we have to surmount is possible anellation of nonzeroontributions to �fr0g. We will do this by showing that there existsat least one hamber suh that the residue at r onsists only of onenonzero ontribution.We onsider the real arrangement Lfrg in Trs, and transport theEulidean struture of t to Trs by means of t! log(�1t). Then Lfrg isthe lattie of intersetions of a entral arrangement of hyperplanes withenter . We assign indies iL to the elements of Lfrg by onsideringthe index of the orresponding omplex oset ontaining r, and wenote that by Corollary 3.11, ifrg = n := odim(frg). From Corollary3.11 we further obtain the result that there exist full ags of subspaesLTLrs 2 Lfrg suh that iL = odim(L). In partiular, there exists atleast one line l through r with il = n� 1.By Theorem 3.13 we see that the enters L, L0 of two \residualsubspaes" LTL � L0TL0 (i.e. odim(TL) = iL and odim(TL0) = iL0)in Lfrg satisfy L 6= L0. Hene every residual line l 2 Lfrg is dividedin two half lines by , and l lies in one of the two halves. Let us olorthe half line ontaining l blue, and the other half line red.We want to �nd a hamber for t0 suh that the orresponding pointresidue �r0mfrg(r) at r is nonzero. We argue by indution on the rank.If the rank of R0 is 1, obviously we get �fr0g 6= 0 if we hoose t0 in thered half line, beause we then have to pass a simple pole of ! at r whenmoving the ontour t0Tu to Tu (sine t0 and e = T are separated by ).Assume by indution that for any residual point p of a rank n� 1 rootsystem, we an hoose a hamber for t0 suh that �fpg 6= 0. Let S � Trsbe a sphere entered at r through e, and onsider the on�guration ofhyperspheres in Lfrg \ S. If LS = LTLrs \ S with dim(TL) > 1, wedenote by L\S the intersetion of the half line through L beginning in (reall that  6= L) and LS . We all this point the enter of LS. Inthe ase when dim(TL) = 1, LS onsists of two antipodal points p andp, one blue and the other red, as was desribed above. Both of theseare onsidered as enters of Lfrg \ S.Consider a losed (spherial) ball D � S entered at e suh that Dontains a point p of a red half line l in its boundary sphere, but nored points in its interior. We take t0 in S, and we apply the algorithmas desribed in the proof of Proposition 4.7, but now on the sphere S,and with respet to the the sets LS and their enters.By the indution hypothesis, we an take t0 2 S lose to p in ahamber of the on�guration Lfrg \ S whih ontains p in its losure,suh that a nonzero residue at l is piked up in p. As was explained in4.13, the residue at p does not hange when we apply the ontour shiftsas in the proof of Proposition 4.7 to Lfrg \ S with respet to a \fake



ON THE SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION OF AFFINE HECKE ALGEBRAS 43identity element" ~e if e and ~e belong to the same hamber of the dualon�guration (in S) of the entral sub-arrangement of Lfrg \ S withenter p[p. We hoose ~e lose to p, in the interior ofD. By Proposition4.7 we an replae the integral over t0Tu by a sum of integrals overosets of the form ~L\S~sLTLu (for some ~sL 2 Tu) of the residue kernel~�LmL (f. equation 4.46) on L. As was mentioned above, we are onlyinterested in suh ontributions when r 2 L, whih means that we maytake ~sL = s. The \fake enters" ~L\S are in the interior of D.Next we apply the algorithm of ontour shifts as in 4.7 to move theyles ~L\SsTLu to L\SsTLu . Sine both the fake enters ~L\S and thereal enters L\S belong to the interior of D, and sine the intersetionof D with LS is onneted if dim(LS) > 0, we an hoose every pathin the ontour shifting algorithm inside the interior of D. Thus, theenters L\S of the residual osets L that arise in addition the one redenter l = p in the above proess are in the interior ofD. In partiular,with the exeption of psT lu, the one dimensional osets of integrationwhih show up in this way, all have a blue enter.Finally, in order to ompute the residue �r0mfrg(r) at r0, we nowhave to move the enter L\S 2 S of LS to the orresponding enterL 2 Trs of L, for eah residual oset L whih ontains r and whihontributes to Rt0Tu !. The only suh enter of Lfrg\S whih will ross is the red enter p. Sine ml has a simple pole at r = s, we onludethat this gives a nonzero residue at r. Hene with the above hoie oft0 we get �fr0g 6= 0, whih is what we wanted to show. �Corollary 4.30. For every residual point r = s, the sum ÆfrgjW0rj =Pr02W0r �r0 6= 0, and for all a 2 A:�r(a) = 1ÆfrgjW0rj Xr02W0r �fr0ga(r0):(4.57)Moreover, �fr0g = 0 unless 8x 2 X+nf0g : jx(r0)j < 1 (where X+denotes the set of dominant elements in X).Proof. This is now immediate, exept for the last assertion. This fatfollows from Proposition 4.12. We know that e is regular in Lfr0g byTheorem 3.13. On the other hand, t0 lies in 0Trs;�, whih is learlya subset of a hamber of Lfr0g. The anti-dual of the hamber of Lfr0gontaining t0 is thus a subset of 0T+rs, with T+rs := ft 2 Trs j 8x 2X+nf0g : x(t) > 1g. Thus when e is ontained in the anti-dual hamberwe have 0 2 T�rs as desired. �For t 2 Supp(�) we have de�ned a traial state �t. We de�ne theassoiated symmetri semi-de�nite Hermitian form (x; y)t := �t(x�y)



44 ERIC M. OPDAMon H. It is lear that the maximal ideal It � Z of elements vanishingat W0r is ontained in the radial Radt of (�; �)t.De�nition 4.31. The algebra Ht := H=Radt is a (�nite dimensional)Frobenius algebra with trae �t. We will refer to this algebra as theresidue Frobenius algebra at t.Let feiglti=1 denote the set of minimal entral idempotents of Ht, and�t;i the assoiated irreduible haraters given by�t;i(x) = dim(eiHt)1=2�t(ei)�1�t(eix)(4.58)We de�ne dt;i := dim(eiHt)�1=2�t(ei) 2 R+ .Corollary 4.32. If r is residual, the irreduible haraters �r;i 2 H�(the algebrai dual of H) are in fat elements of the Hilbert ompletionH of H.Proof. By Casselman's riterion ([7℄, Lemma 4.4.1) it is enough to showthat the representation (Vi; Æi) of H a�ording �r;i has nonzero gener-alized weight spaes V r0i only for r0 2 W0r suh that 80 6= x 2 X+ :jx(r0)j < 1. We have�r;i(a) = Xr02W0r dim(V r0i )a(r0):(4.59)Hene from dr;i > 0, �r(a) =Xi �r;i(a)dr;i;(4.60)and Corollary 4.30 we onlude that the generalized weight spaes ofVi indeed satisfy the Casselman riterion for disrete series. �Corollary 4.33. The formal degrees dr;i > 0 of the haraters �r;i ofthe residue Frobenius algebra Hr (with r a residual point) satisfy thefollowing system of linear equations.lrXi=1 dim(V r0i )dr;i = �fr0gÆfrgjW0rj :(4.61)In partiular we onlude that the nonzero �fr0g all have the same sign(equal to the sign of mfrg(r)).Remark 4.34. We note in addition that if the restritions �r;ijA toA of the haraters �r;i are linearly independent, it follows from theequations 4.61 that dr;i 2 Q for all i. However, I did not �nd anyargument in favor of this linear independene.



ON THE SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION OF AFFINE HECKE ALGEBRAS 454.4.1. Temperedness of �t. In this subsetion we disuss the temperedgrowth behaviour of the �t on the orthonormal basis Nw of H, as aorollary of the analysis of the A-weights of �t. The results of thissetion are supplementary, they will not be used in the sequel. We anavoid the use of temperedness beause C is unital and of �nite typeI, implying that every irreduible representation of C has a ontinuousharater. Nevertheless it is natural to briey disuss this issue here.De�nition 4.35. A funtional f 2 H� is alled tempered if there existsan N 2 N and onstant C > 0 suh that for all w 2 W ,jf(Nw)j � C(1 + l(w))N :(4.62)Here l(w) denotes the length funtion, and the Nw = q(w)�1=2Tw arethe orthonormal basis elements of H introdued in 2.14.Lemma 4.36. (Casselman's riterion) The harater � of a �nite di-mensional representation (V; �) of H is tempered if and only if theweights t of the generalized A-weightspaes of V satisfy 8x 2 X+ :jx(t)j � 1.Proof. If there exists a weight t of V violating the ondition, then thereexists a x 2 X+ suh that jx(t)j > 1. Reall that for x 2 X+, Nx = �x.Hene j�(Nnx)j = j�(�nx)j has exponential growth in n. Conversely,assume that all the weights of V satisfy the ondition. Reall that theelements Tu�xTv with x 2 X+, u; v 2 W0 span the subspae of H withbasis Nw, where w runs over the double oset W0xW0 � W (see theproof of Lemma 3.1 of [24℄). It is not diÆult to see that in fat wean write, for w = uxv 2 W0xW0 with x 2 X+,Nw =Xv0;u0 w;(u0;v0)Tu0�xTv0 ;(4.63)suh that the oeÆients uxv;(u0;v0) and uyv;(u0;v0) are equal if x and ybelong to the same faet of the one X+. Moreover, by the lengthformula [24℄, equation 1.1, we havel(x)� jR0;+j � l(uxv) � l(x) + jR0;+j(4.64)with l(x) = x(2�_). Therefore it is enough to show that there exists aonstant C > 0 and N 2 N suh that for all x 2 X+ and u; v 2 W0,j�(Tu�xTv)j � C(1 + x(2�_))N :(4.65)It suÆes to show that the matrix entries of �(�x) in a generalizedA-weight spae Vt with weight t are polynomially bounded in x(2�_).



46 ERIC M. OPDAMBy Lie's Theorem we an put the �(�x) simultaneously in upper tri-angular form. Choose Z+-generators x1; � � � ; xm for the one X+, andommuting stritly upper triangular matries N1; � � � ; Nm suh that�(�xi)jVt = xi(t) exp(Ni):(4.66)Hene for x =Pmi=1 lixi with li 2 Z+ we have�(�x)jVt = x(t) exp( mXi=1 liNi):(4.67)Sine jx(t)j � 1 by assumption, and the exponential map is polynomialon the spae of stritly upper triangular matries, we see that thematrix entries are bounded by a polynomial in the li. Observe thatxi(2�_) 2 Z>0. Sine the oeÆients li are nonnegative this impliesthat li � x(2�_). This gives us the desired estimate of the matrixentries by a polynomial in x(2�_). �Corollary 4.37. Let L be residual suh thatWL is a standard parabolisubgroup of W0. For t 2 Ltemp we write t = rLtL, with tL 2 TLu .We onsider �tjA as a formal linear ombination of elements of T .Likewise, let AL = C [XL ℄ be the ring of regular funtions on TL � T .We onsider �RL;frLgjAL as a formal linear ombination of elements ofTL. In this sense we have, �L-almost everywhere on Ltemp,�tjA = 1jWLj Xw2WLw(tL�RL;frLgjAL):(4.68)Hene �-almost everywhere, �t is a nonzero tempered funtion on H.Proof. Equation 4.68 follows by a straightforward omputation similarto Proposition 4.28, using Proposition 4.27 and the de�nition of �t.Sine �t is a positive ombination of the irreduible haraters of theresidue Frobenius algebra Ht, it follows that the weights t0 2 W0t ofthe generalized A-eigenspaes of Ht satisfy 8x 2 X+ : jx(t0)j � 1.This shows, by Casselman's riterion, that �t is a tempered funtionalon H. �Remark 4.38. In a similar way we an show that the oeÆients of�r (with r a residual point of T ) with respet to the basis Nw haveexponential deay. More preisely, there exist onstants C; � > 0 suhthat j�r(Nw)j � C exp(��l(w)):(4.69)



ON THE SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION OF AFFINE HECKE ALGEBRAS 475. Loalization of the Heke algebraIn this setion we review some important ideas of Lusztig [17℄ aboutloalizations of the aÆne Heke algebra. In fat Lusztig works withthe less gentle proedure of It-adi ompletion of the enter Z withrespet to a maximal ideal It. It is not diÆult to see that Lusztig'sarguments an be adapted to (analyti) loalization with respet to asuitably small open neighborhoods U � W0t of orbits of points in T ,and this will be disussed in this setion.When s = s� 2 S0 (with � 2 F1), we de�ne an intertwining elementRs as follows:Rs = (1� ���)Ts + ((1� q�_q2�_) + q1=2�_ (1� q2�_)���=2)= Ts(1� ��) + ((q�_q2�_ � 1)�� + q1=2�_ (q2�_ � 1)��=2)We remind the reader of the onvention of Remark 4.1. These elementsare important tools to study the Heke algebra. We reall from [24℄,Theorem 2.8 that these elements satisfy the braid relations, and theysatisfy (for all x 2 X) Rs�x = �s(x)Rs;and �nally they satisfyR2s = (q1=2�_ + ���=2)(q1=2�_ + ��=2)(q1=2�_ q2�_ � ���=2)(q1=2�_ q2�_ � ��=2):(where we have again used the onvention of Remark 4.1!). Suitablynormalized versions of the Rs generate a group isomorphi to the Weylgroup W0. In order to normalize the intertwiners, we need to tensorH by the �eld of frations F of the enter Z. So let us introdue thealgebra FH := F 
Z H(5.1)with the multipliation de�ned by (f 
h)(f 0
h0) := ff 0
hh0. Notiethat this an algebra over F of dimension jW0j2. The subalgebra FA =F 
Z A is isomorphi to the �eld of frations of A. The �eld extensionF � FA has Galois group W0, and we denote by f ! fw the naturalation of W0 on the �eld of rational funtions on T . The elementsTw with w 2 W0 form a basis for FH for multipliation on the left ormultipliation on the right by FA, in the sense thatFH = �w2W0FATw = �w2W0TwFA:(5.2)



48 ERIC M. OPDAMThe algebra struture of FH is determined by the Lusztig relations asbefore: when f 2 FA and s = s� with � 2 F1, we havefTs � Tsf s = ((q2�_q�_ � 1) + q1=2�_ (q2�_ � 1)���=2) f � f s1� ���(5.3)We have identi�ed A with the algebra of regular funtions on T in theabove formula.Let us introduen� := q(s�)���= (q1=2�_ + ���=2)(q1=2�_ q2�_ � ���=2) 2 A;(5.4)where we used the Madonald -funtion introdued in equation 4.4and 4.5.The normalized intertwiners are now de�ned by (with s = s�, � 2R1): R0s := n�1� Rs 2 FH:(5.5)By the properties of the intertwiners listed above it is lear that (R0s)2 =1. In partiular, R0s 2 FH�, the group of invertible elements of FH.From the above we have the following result:Lemma 5.1. The map S0 3 s ! R0s 2 FH� extends (uniquely) to ahomomorphism W0 3 w ! R0w 2 FH�. Moreover, for all f 2 FA wehave that R0wfR0w�1 = fw.Lusztig ([17℄, Proposition 5.5) proved that in fatTheorem 5.2. FH = �w2W0R0wFA = �w2W0FAR0w(5.6)Let Zan(T ) denote the ring ofW0-invariant holomorphi funtions ofT , and onsider the algebras Aan(T ) := Zan(T )
Z A and Han(T ) :=Zan(T ) 
Z H. The algebra struture on Han(T ) is de�ned by (f 
h)(f 0 
 h0) := ff 0 
 hh0 (similar to the de�nition of FH).Let us �rst remark that the �nite dimensional representation theoryof the \analyti" aÆne Heke algebra Han(T ) is the same as the �nitedimensional representation theory of H. Every �nite dimensional rep-resentation � of H determines a o-�nite ideal J� � Z, the ideal ofentral elements of H whih are annihilated by �. Denote by Jan� theideal of Zan(T ) generated by J�. Beause of the o-�niteness we havean isomorphism Z=J� ~!Zan(T )=Jan� (T ):(5.7)This shows that � an be uniquely lifted to a representation �an ofHan(T ) whose restrition to H is �. The funtor � ! �an de�nes an



ON THE SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION OF AFFINE HECKE ALGEBRAS 49equivalene between the ategories of �nite dimensional representationsof H and Han(T ) (with the inverse given by restrition).For any W0-invariant nonempty open set U � T we de�ne the loal-ized aÆne Heke algebraHan(U) := Zan(U)
Z H:(5.8)This de�nes a presheaf of Zan-algebras on W0nT , whih is �nitely gen-erated over the analyti struture sheaf Zan of the geometri quotientW0nT .A similar argument as above shows thatProposition 5.3. The ategory Rep(Han(U)) of �nite dimensional mod-ules �an over Han(U) is equivalent to the ategory RepU(H) of �nitedimensional modules � over H whose Z-spetrum is ontained in U .Lemma 5.4. For every W0-invariant nonempty open set U in T , wehave the isomorphism Aan(U) ' Zan(U)
Z A, where Aan(U) denotesthe ring of analyti funtions on U .Proof. Both the left and the right hand side are �nitely generated mod-ules over Zan(U), and the right hand side is naturally ontained in theleft hand side. Hene to prove that these modules are equal it suÆesto show that the stalks of the orresponding sheaves are equal in eahpoint of W0nU . Let It denote the maximal ideal in Z orresponding toW0t, and let Ẑt denotes the It-adi ompletion. Beause Ẑt is faithfullyat over Zant , it suÆes to hek that for eah t 2 U , we haveẐt 
Zant AanW0t = Ẑt 
Z A:(5.9)The left hand side is easily seen to be equal to �t02W0tÂt0 , where Ât0is the ompletion of A with respet to the maximal ideal mt0 of Aorresponding to t0. The right hand side is equal to the the ompletionÂIt. Let Mt = Qt02W0tmt � ItA. Sine A=ItA is �nite dimensionalover C , we have Mkt � ItA for suÆiently large k. Hene ÂIt = ÂMt.By the hinese remainder theorem, ÂMt ' �t02W0tÂt. This �nishes theproof. �Proposition 5.5. The algebraHan(U) is a free Aan(U) module of rankjW0j, with basis Tw 
 1 (w 2 W0). When f 2 Aan(U) and s = s� with� 2 F1 we have again Lusztig's relationfTs � Tsf s = ((q2�_q�_ � 1) + q1=2�_ (q2�_ � 1)���=2) f � f s1� ��� :(5.10)This desribes the multipliation in the algebra Han(U). The enter ofHan(U) is equal to Zan(U).



50 ERIC M. OPDAMSimilarly we have the loalized meromorphi aÆne Heke algebraHme(U),whih is de�ned byHme(U) := Fme(U)
Zan(U) Han(U);(5.11)where Fme(U) it the quotient �eld of Zan(U). We write Ame(U) :=Fme(U)
Zan(U)Aan(U). It is the ring of meromorphi funtions on U .Theorem 5.6.Hme(U) = �w2W0Ame(U)R0w = �w2W0R0wAme(U)(5.12)Proof. This is lear from Theorem 5.2 by the remark that Hme arisesfrom the F -algebra FH by extension of salars aording toHme(U) = Fme(U)
Zan(U) Zan(U)
Z HFme(U)
Zan(U) Zan(U)
F F 
Z H= Fme(U)
F FH:(5.13) �5.1. Lusztig's struture theorem and paraboli indutionWe shall investigate the struture of the traial states �t, usingLusztig's tehnique of loalisation of H as disussed above. The re-sults in the present subsetion are substitutes for the usual tehniquesof paraboli indution for redutive groups. The results in this sub-setion are losely related to the results on paraboli indution in thepaper [5℄.We assume from now on that the labels q are of the form q(s) = qfsfor a suitable q > 1 and positive integers fs as in 2.22.We say that t1; t2 2 T are equivalent modulo q if for all � 2 R1,�(t�11 t2) 2 hqi. We denote this by t1 �q t2.Let Rt � R0 denote the roots � 2 R0 suh that t �q s�(t), and letWt be its Weyl group. Expliitly, � 2 Rt if and only if �(t) 2 hqiwhen 2� 62 R1, and �(t) 2 �hqi if 2� 2 R1. Note that Rt = Rt0if t �q t0. Following Lusztig [17℄, we say that two elements t1; t2 inthe orbit W0t are equivalent if t2 2 Wt1t1. We denote this equivalenerelation by t1 � t2. Let $ = $t = Wtt be the equivalene lass of t.By the previous remarks we may use the notation R$ and W$ insteadof Rt and Wt. Note that W0 ats transitively on the set of equivalenelasses.Denote by W ($) � W$ the stabilizer in W0 of the equivalene lass$. Put R$;+ = R$ \ R0;+ and let �($) = fw 2 W ($) j w(R$;+) =R$;+g. Then W$ C W ($), and W ($) = W$ o �($).



ON THE SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION OF AFFINE HECKE ALGEBRAS 51Consider the algebra Ht := H(X; Y;Rt; R_t ; Ft) where Ft is the basisof roots in Rt suh that Rt;+ � R0;+. Note that �($) ats by meansof automorphisms on Rt = (X; Y;Rt; R_t ; Ft), ompatible with the rootlabels q. Thus we may de�ne an ation of �($) on Ht by (Tw�x) =T(w�1)�x. In this way we form the algebra H$ := Ht[�($)℄, with itsprodut being de�ned by (h11)(h22) = h11(h2)12.Let B be an open ball in tC around the origin, with radius smallenough suh that (with t 2 T given):Conditions 5.7. B satis�es:(i) 8� 2 R0; b 2 B : jIm (�(b))j < �. In partiular, the map exp :tC ! T restrited to B is an analyti di�eomorphism onto itsimage exp(B) in T .(ii) If w 2 W0 and t exp(B) \ w(t exp(B)) 6= ; then wt = t.(iii) For all t0 2 t exp(B), we have Rt0 � Rt.Lusztig [17℄ proves the following important struture theorem:Theorem 5.8. For $ � W0t an equivalene lass, we put U$ :=$ exp(B). We de�ne 1$ 2 Aan(U) by 1$(u) = 1 if u 2 U$ and1$(u) = 0 if u 62 U$. The elements 1$ are mutually orthogonal idem-potents. Let t 2 $.(i) We have H$;an(U$) := Ht;an(U$)[�($)℄ ' 1$Han(U)1$.(ii) We an de�ne linear isomorphisms�$1;$2 : H$;an(U$)! 1$1Han(U)1$2:(5.14)suh that �$1;$2(h)�$3;$4(h0) = �$1;$4(hh0) if $2 = $3, and�$1;$2(h)�$3;$4(h0) = 0 else.(iii) The enter of H$;an(U$) is Z$;an(U$) := (Aan(U$))W ($). Thisalgebra is isomorphi to Zan(U) via the map z ! 1$z, and thisgives H$;an(U$) the struture of a Zan(U)-algebra.(iv) Let N denote the number of equivalene lasses in W0t. Thereexists an isomorphism Han(U) ' (H$;an(U$))N , the algebra ofN �N matries with entries in 1$Han(U)1$ ' H$;an(U$). It isan isomorphism of Zan(U)-algebras.Proof. The di�erene with Lusztig's approah is that he works withthe It-adi ompletions of the algebras instead of the loalizations toU . However, we an opy his arguments without hange, beause U isa \good" neighborhood of W0t, by our areful hoie of B. The ruialpoint is that beause of (iii), the funtion � is analyti and invertibleon U$ [ Us�$ for all � 62 R$ (ompare [17℄, Lemma 8.9). �



52 ERIC M. OPDAMCorollary 5.9. The funtor V ! V$ := 1$V de�nes an equiva-lene between the representation ategory of Han(U) and the represen-tation ategory of H$;an(U$) = Ht;an(U$)[�($)℄. We have dim(V ) =N$ dim(V$) where N$ denotes the number of equivalene lasses inW0t. �Let RP � R0 be a paraboli root subsystem. We denote the orre-sponding paraboli subgroup of W0 by WP := W (RP ). We all t 2 Ta RP -generi point if t � wt for w 2 W0 implies that w 2 WP . If t isRP -generi we have Rt � RP . Let FP denote the basis of RP suh thatFP � R0;+. De�ne HP = H(X; Y;RP ; R_P ; FP ).Assume that B satis�es (i), (ii) and (iii). Note that all t0 2 t exp(B)are RP -generi. Indeed, if t0 � wt0 then there exists a w0 2 Wt0 � Wt(by (iii)) suh that w0t0 = wt0. By (ii), also t � w0t = wt. Henew0 2 WP as required.We now put U = W0t exp(B), UP = WP t exp(B) and onsider theloalization HP;an(UP ).Corollary 5.10. Assume that t 2 T is RP -generi. We haveHan(U) '(HP;an(UP ))NP , where NP = jW0jjWP j . Moreover, when we de�ne 1P :=P$�WP t 1$ then HP;an(UP ) ' 1PHan(U)1P . These are isomorphismsof Zan(U)-algebras.Proof. This is a onsequene of the generiity of t. The generiityimplies that the W0-equivalene lasses of the elements of WP t areequal to the WP -equivalene lasses of these elements. Therefore wehave, by the above theorem, HP;an(UP ) ' (H$;an(U$))nP , where nPis the number of equivalene lasses $0 in the orbit WP t. We denoteby $ the equivalene lass of t. Then w0$ � wWP t if and only ifw�1w0 2 WP , sine the stabilizer of t inW0 is ontained inWP (beauset is generi). This gives a natural partitioning of the equivalene lassesin W0t by right WP -osets. Hene N$ = nPNP , and the result follows.�Reall that, by Proposition 5.3, a �nite dimensional representation(V; �) of H with its Z-spetrum ontained in U extends uniquely to arepresentation (V an; �an) of Han(U).Corollary 5.11. In the situation of Corollary 5.10, there exists anequivalene (V; �)! (VP ; �P ) between RepU(H) and RepUP (HP ), har-aterized by V anP = 1PV an. We have dim(V ) = jNP j dim(VP ), and theinverse funtor is given by VP ! IndHHP (VP ) = H
HP VP . The hara-ter �P of the module (VP ; �P ) of HP is given in terms of the harater�� of (V; �) by the formula �P (h) = ��(1Ph).



ON THE SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION OF AFFINE HECKE ALGEBRAS 53Proof. We loalize both the algebras H and HP and use Proposition5.3 and Corollary 5.10. Using Corollary 5.10 we see that the funtorV ! 1PV anjHP is the required equivalene. The relation between thedimensions of V and VP is obvious from this de�nition. Conversely,again using Corollary 5.10, we have1P (IndHHP VP )an = 1P (H
HP VP )an= 1P (PP 0;P 00 1P 0HP;an(UP )1P 00)
HP;an(UP ) 1PV an= 1PV an = V anP ;(5.15)
�nishing the proof. �Proposition 5.12. Let FP � F0 be a subset, and let RP � R0 bethe orresponding standard paraboli subsystem. We de�ne the subtoriTP , T P and the latties XP , YP as in Proposition 3.2. Put RP =(XP ; YP ; RP ; R_P ; FP ), and let t 2 T P . There exists a surjetive homo-morphism �t : HP ! HP whih is haraterized by (1) �t is the iden-tity on the �nite dimensional Heke algebra H(WP ), and (2) �t(�x) =x(t)�x, where x 2 XP is the natural image of x in XP = X=PX =X=(X \ YP?).Proof. We have to hek that �t is ompatible with the Lusztig rela-tions. Let s = s� with � 2 FP � F0. Then�xTs � Ts�s(x) == ( (q�_ � 1) �x��s(x)1���� if 2� 62 Rnr:((q�_=2q�_ � 1) + q1=2�_=2(q�_ � 1)���) �x��s(x)1���2� if 2� 2 Rnr:(5.16)
Sine s ats trivially on T P , we have x(t) = sx(t). This implies theresult. �De�nition 5.13. Let FP � F0 be a subset. In this ase we identifythe algebra HP = H(X; Y;RP ; R_P ; FP ) with the subalgebra in H gen-erated by H(WP ) and C [X℄. Let (V; Æ) be a representation of HP withentral harater r 2 TP , and let t 2 T P . Denote by Æt the represen-tation Æt = Æ Æ �t of HP . We de�ne a representation �(RP ; r; Æ; t) ofH by �(RP ; r; Æ; t) = IndHHP (Æt). We refer to suh representations asparabolially indued representations.Corollary 5.14. In the situation of De�nition 5.13, assume that Æ isirreduible with entral harater r 2 TP . Let tP 2 T P be suh thatt = rtP 2 T is RP -generi. Then �(RP ; r; Æ; tP ) is irreduible with



54 ERIC M. OPDAMentral harater t. All irreduible representations of H with entralharater t are of this form.Proof. This is now a simple onsequene of the above results. �5.2. The traial states �tFrom now on, we assume that the oordinates of the enters L ofresidual subspaes L satisfy the property that for all x 2 X, x(L) 2hqi, the multipliative group generated by q. This is harmless, sinewe an always ahieve this if we replae q by a suitable radial, andthe integers fs aordingly by a suitable multiple.Let L be a residual oset suh that RL � R0 is a standard para-boli subsystem. In other words, FL � F0. Let us denote by HL theaÆne Heke algebra with root datum RL := (XL; YL; RL; R_L; FL) (seeProposition 3.2). Let rL = LsL 2 TL be the orresponding residualpoint of RL.Lemma 5.15. Let U � T be a nonempty W0-invariant open subset.Let t 2 U . There exists a unique extension of the Eisenstein fun-tional (f. 4.7) Et (whih we will also denote by Et) to the loalizationHan(U), suh that Et(fh) = Et(hf) = f(t)Et(h) for all f 2 Aan(U).Proof. The funtional Et fators to a funtional of the �nite dimen-sional C -algebra H=ItH, where It is the maximal ideal in Z orre-sponding toW0t. We have H=ItH = Han(U)=Iant (U)Han(U) for t 2 U ,and this de�nes the extension with the required property uniquely. �Lemma 5.16. Let L be suh that RL � R0 is a standard parabolisubset of roots, and let t 2 T . Set U = W0t exp(B) with B satisfyingthe onditions (i), (ii), and (iii). As before, we put UL =WLt exp(B).We denote by ELt the Eisenstein funtional of the subalgebra HL �H. For tL 2 TL we write EL;tL to denote the Eisenstein funtional attL 2 TL = Hom(XL; C �) of the algebra HL. Let t = tLtL 2 U withtL 2 TL and tL 2 TL. Put ÆUL for the harateristi funtion of UL.We have, for all h 2 HL:(i) Et(1Lh1L) = q(wL)ÆUL(t)�L(t)ELt (h).(ii) ELt (h) = EL;tL(�tL(h)).Proof. Beause these are both equalities of holomorphi funtions of tit suÆes to hek them for t regular in T , and outside the union ofthe residual osets (in other words, (t)(t�1) 6= 0).(i). By the de�ning properties 4.7 and [24℄, 2.23(4) we need onlyto show that the left hand side satis�es the properties Et(1Lxh1L) =



ON THE SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION OF AFFINE HECKE ALGEBRAS 55Et(1Lhx1L) = t(x)Et(h) and Et(1L) = q(w0)ÆUL(t)�(t). These fatsfollow from Lemma 5.15.(ii). We see thatEL;tL(�tL(�xh)) = EL;tL(x(tL)�x�tL(h))= x(tL)x(tL)EL;tL(�tL(h))= x(t)EL;tL(�tL(h));and similarly for EL;tL(�tL(h�x)). The value at h = 1 is equal toq(wL)�L(t) on both the left and the right hand side. As in the proofof (i), this is enough to prove the desired equality. �Theorem 5.17. Let L be a residual oset suh that RL � R0 is a stan-dard paraboli subset of roots. Let tL 2 TLu be suh that t := rLtL 2Ltemp is RL-generi. Notie that this ondition is satis�ed outside a�nite union of real odimension one subsets in TLu . Let feigli=1 be theset of entral idempotents of the residue Frobenius algebra HrLL , andlet �rL = Pli=1 �rL;idrL;i be the orresponding deomposition in irre-duible haraters of the traial state �rL of HL. Let (VrL;i; ÆrL;i) be theirreduible disrete series module of HL orresponding to ei.(i) For all i, �t;i := �(RL; rL; ÆrL;i; tL) is irreduible, with entralharater t. These representations are mutually inequivalent.(ii) Let L0 be W0-onjugate to L suh RL0 is also a standard parabolisubsystem of roots. Choose rL0 2 TL0\L0 and let tL0 2 TL0u be suhthat t = rLtL and t0 = rL0tL0 are W0 onjugate in T . There existsa unique ordering fÆrL0 ;1; : : : ; ÆrL0 ;lg of the entral idempotents ofHrL0L0 suh that �(RL; rL; ÆrL;i; tL) ' �(RL0 ; rL0; ÆrL0 ;i; tL0).(iii) The harater �t;i of �t;i is a positive trae on H.(iv) We have �t = Pi �t;idrL;i, where �t;i denotes the harater of�t;i.Proof. (i). This is Corollary 5.14.(iii) and (iv). Reall the de�nition of the states �t. Reall that thesupport of the measure � is the union of the tempered residual osets.We ombine De�nition 4.16, Proposition 4.15, and Proposition 4.7 tosee that (with NL the stabilizer of L in W0)jW0jjNLj Zt2Ltemp z(t)�t(h)d�L(t)(5.17) = XM2W0L ZtM2TMu Zt02tM �M�M z(t0)Et0(h)�(t0)



56 ERIC M. OPDAMfor all h 2 H and z 2 Z. Rewrite the right hand side as1jNLj ZtL2TLu Xw2W0 Jw;L(�wLrwLw(tL))dL(tL)(5.18)where the inner integral equals, with s 2 wTL,Jw;L(rwLs) = Zt02s�wL z(t0) Et0(h)q(w0)�wL(t0)mwL(t0) 1�wL(t0)!wL(t0);(5.19)whih is a linear ombination of derivatives (normal to wTL) of thekernel z(t0) Et0(h)q(w0)�wL(t0)mwL(t0);(5.20)evaluated at rwLs. In other words, the NL-invariant measure on Ltempon the left hand side is obtained by taking the boundary values �wL !1 of the Jw;L(�wLrwLw(t)), and then sum over the Weyl group as inequation 5.18. Notie that the olletion of RL-generi points in L isthe omplement of a union of algebrai subsets of L of odimension � 1.The kernel 5.20 is regular at suh points of L. The boundary values atRL-generi points are therefore omputed simply by speialization at�wL = 1. We thus havez(t)�t(h)ÆLmL(t) = 1jW0j Xw2W0 Jw;L(rwLw(tL)):(5.21)The expression on the left hand side an be extended uniquely to z 2Zan(U) and h 2 Han(U). By equation 5.19, eah summand in theexpression on the right hand an also be extended uniquely to suhloally de�ned analyti z and h.Take U = W0t exp(B). We restrit both sides to 1LHL1L � HL;an(UL).Substitute h by 1Lh1L with h 2 HL. On the left hand side we get, byCorollary 5.11, 1NL z(t)�Lt (h)ÆLmL(t)(5.22)where �Lt is a entral funtional on HL, normalized by �Lt (e) = 1.On the other hand, by Lemma 5.16, if h = 1Lh1L with h 2 HL thenJw;L(w(rLtL)) = Zt02w(tL)�wL z(t0)EL;t0L(�t0;L(h))q(wL)�L(t0L) mwL(t0)!wL(t0)(5.23)if w(rLtL) 2 UL, and Jw;L(w(rLtL)) = 0 otherwise.



ON THE SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION OF AFFINE HECKE ALGEBRAS 57Observe that, beause of ondition (ii) for B, wt 2 UL implies thatthere exists a w0 2 WL suh that wt = w0t. Sine t = rLtL is RL-generi, we see in partiular that the stabilizer of t is ontained in WL.Thus wt 2 UL implies that w 2 WL, and hene that wt = w(rL)tL.Therefore the sum at the right hand side of equation 5.21 redues, ifh is of the form 1Lh1L with h 2 HL, to1jW0j Xw2WL Zt02�wL z(tLt0)mwL(tLt0)EL;t0(�tL(h))q(wL)�L(t0) !wL(t0)(5.24)The funtion wrL exp(B \ tL) 3 t0 ! mwL(tLt0) is WL-invariant onWLrL exp(B \ tL) = (tL)�1UL \ TL, beause mL(t) is learly WL-equivariant (i.e. mwL(wt) = mL(t) when w 2 WL). In other words,this funtion is in the enter of HanL ((tL)�1UL \ TL). By De�nition4.16, Corollary 4.22, De�nition 4.24, and Theorem 4.26 applied to HLtherefore, this sum redues tojWLjjW0j z(t)�rL(�tL(h))mL(t)ÆLmRL;rL(rL);(5.25)whih we an rewrite asjWLjjW0j z(t)�rL(�tL(h))ÆLmL(t):(5.26)Comparing this with the left hand side 5.22 we see that, in view ofequation 4.60, this implies that for h 2 HL,NL�t(1Lh) = �Lt (h) = lXi=1 �rL;i(�tL(h))drL;i:(5.27)Applying Corollary 5.11, De�nition 5.13, and Corollary 5.14 we obtainthe desired results (iii) and (iv).(ii). Apply the above omputation to RL0 , rL0 and tL0. Comparingthe results we onlude the required orrespondene. �Corollary 5.18. Let t = rLtL 2 Ltemp. Let Vt;i = H 
HL VrL;i be theomplex vetor spae underlying the parabolially indued module �t;i.Then Vt;i arries a positive de�nite hermitian form (v; w) suh that forall h 2 H, �t;i(h�) = �t;i(h)�. Moreover, �t;i de�nes a representationof the C�-algebra C, and is tempered.Proof. The temperedness of �t;i follows from Corollary 4.37 in ombi-nation with the previous Theorem (or an be shown diretly, f. [5℄).In addition, the positivity of �t (�L-almost everywhere) indues a pos-itive de�nite Hermitean form on Vt;i whih is ompatible with �. By



58 ERIC M. OPDAMontinuity, it is true for all t 2 Ltemp. The extension of �t;i to C followsfrom Corollary 4.25(iv). �Remark 5.19. In the ontext of graded aÆne Heke algebras, the Her-mitian form on Vt;i whih makes �t;i a representation of the involutivealgebra (H; �) is onstruted diretly from the Hermitean form on therepresentation spae VÆi of the disrete series representation Æi of HLin the paper [5℄. We did not pursue this diret approah here.Corollary 5.20. We have the following isomorphism of Hilbert spaes:H = Z �T Htd�(t):(5.28)The support of the probability measure � is the union of the temperedresidual osets. If t = rLtL 2 Ltemp is RL generi, then the residueFrobenius algebra Ht has the strutureHt ' (HrLL )NL :(5.29)Finally, the residue Frobenius algebra Hr at a residual point r 2 T isof the form Hr = lrMi=1 End(Vr;i)(5.30)with the hermitian form on the summand End(Vr;i) given by(A;B) = dr;i trae(A�B);(5.31)where the positive real numbers dr;i are de�ned in De�nition 4.31.Corollary 5.21. The formal dimension of the irreduible square inte-grable representation (Vr;i; Ær;i) of H assoiated with the minimal entralidempotent ei of the residue Frobenius algebra Hr of a residual pointr 2 T equals fdim(Ær;i) = �RL;P (Ær;i) = dr;i�(fW0rg):(5.32)5.3. The Planherel deomposition of the trae �When k 2 KL = TL \ TL, we have an isomorphism �k : HL !HL de�ned by �k(�xTw) = k(x)�xTw. This indues an isomorphism�k : HkrLL ! HrLL , and we an take ÆkrL;i := ÆrL;i Æ �k as the olletionof irreduible representations of HkrLL . With this indexing we have�(RL; krL; ÆkrL;i; tL) ' �(RL; rL; ÆrL;i; ktL). This is a partiular ase ofTheorem 5.17(ii).



ON THE SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION OF AFFINE HECKE ALGEBRAS 59If n 2 NL, the stabilizer of L in W0, then n 2 NTL = NTL, andthus n(rL) = knrL for some kn in KL = TL \ TL. Note that KL hasa natural ation of NL by onjugation. Thus we obtain a 1 oylen ! kn of NL with values in KL. We de�ne an ation � of NL on TLby n � tL := knn(tL). By Theorem 5.17(ii) we an de�ne an ation ofNL on the index set f1; : : : ; lg of the set of irreduible disrete seriesrepresentations fÆrL;igli=1 with entral harater rL of HL by requiringthat �(RL; rL; ÆrL;n(i); n � tL) ' �(RL; rL; ÆrL;i; tL):(5.33)Assume that tL 2 TLu is suh that W0t \ L = NLt. This ondition isagain satis�ed outside a subset of odimension at least 1 in Ltemp. Itimplies that if �t;i ' �t0;i0 if and only if there exists an n 2 NL suhthat t0 = n(t) and i0 = n(i).Proposition 5.22. We have, for all n 2 NL, drL;i = drL;n(i).Proof. Sine �n(t) = �t, we have, by the Theorem 5.17(iv),lXi=1 �t;idrL;n(i) = lXi=1 �n(t);n(i)drL;n(i) = lXi=1 �t;idrL;i(5.34) �Reall the projetion pz : 
 ! S, with S = [Ltemp (union over theresidual subspaes) modulo the ation of W0, as was disussed in 2.5.2.For L a residual subspae with RL standard paraboli, de�ne Ltemp;regbe the open dense subset of t 2 Ltemp suh that t is RL-generi andW0t \ L = NLt. Notie that the inertia group Wt is equal to jWL \WrLj with these assumptions. The omponents of p�1z (SL) with SL =W0nW0Ltemp are the losures (in Ĉ) �L;i = �0L;i with �0L;i = f�t;i j t 2NLnLtemp;regg.The Planherel measure �P j�i is given by the following measure,using the parametrization of �0L;i by t 2 NLnLtemp;reg.d�P (�t;i) = jW0jjWL \WrL jdrL;id�L(t)(5.35) = jW0jjWL \WrL j�RL(frLg)drL;imL(t)dL(tL)= NL�RL;P (ÆrL;i)mL(t)dL(tL);where drL;i > 0 is the formal dimension of ÆrL;i in HrLL , and �RL;P isgiven in Corollary 5.21.



60 ERIC M. OPDAMLet us �x a set � of representatives of residual osets L modulo theation ofW0, suh that eah hosen representative L is suh that RL is astandard paraboli subset of R0. For eah L 2 �, hoose a rL 2 L\TL,and denote by �L the set of disrete series representations Æ ofHL withentral harater rL. Write �L;Æ instead of �L;i if Æ = ÆrL;i. We haveshown:Theorem 5.23. The disintegration of the traial state � of C in irre-duible, mutually distint haraters of C is given by� =XL2� XÆ2�L Z�2�L;Æ ��d�P (�);(5.36)where the measure �P is desribed in equation 5.35.6. Base hange invariane of the residue FrobeniusalgebraThus far we have found the spetral deomposition for H in termsof the formal degrees drL;i of the residue Frobenius algebras HrLL . Weassume throughout in this setion that the labels q(s) are of the formq(s) = qfs for q > 1 and nonnegative integers fs. We shall prove inthis setion that the residue Frobenius algebras are independent of q.6.1. Saling of the root labelsLet r = s 2 T be �xed, with s 2 Tu and  = exp() with  2 t.Assume that B � tC is an open ball entered around the origin suhthat the onditions 5.7 (with respet to r 2 T ) are satis�ed.The seond ondition implies that eah onneted omponent of theunion U := W0(r exp(B)) ontains a unique element of the orbit W0r.Given u 2 U there is a unique r0 = s00 2 W0r suh that u 2 r0 exp(B).By (i) there is a unique b 2 B suh that u = s00 exp(b) = s0 exp(b+0).Now let � 2 (0; 1℄ be given. We de�ne an analyti map �� on U by��(u) := s0 exp(� log((s0)�1u)) = s0 exp(�(b + 0)):(6.1)Lemma 6.1. The map �� is an analyti, W0-equivariant di�eomor-phism from U onto U� := W0(s� exp(�B)). The inverse of �� will bedenoted by ���.Proof. On the onneted omponent r0 exp(B) the map �� is equal to�� = �s0 Æ exp ÆM� Æ log Æ�(s0)�1 where �s0 is the multipliation in Tby s0, and M� is the multipliation in tC by �. These are all analytidi�eomorphisms, beause of ondition (i). TheW0 equivariane follows



ON THE SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION OF AFFINE HECKE ALGEBRAS 61from the fat that log is well de�ned (and thus equivariant, sine expis equivariant) from W0 exp(B + ) to W0(B + ), and that M� is W0-equivariant. This implies that for w 2 W0, w exp(� log((s0)�1u)) =exp(� log((ws0)�1wu)). It follows that��(wu) = ws0 exp(� log((ws0)�1wu))= ws0w exp(� log((s0)�1u))= w(��(u)):(6.2) �Lemma 6.2. Denote by q� the label funtion q�(s) = q(s)� = q�fs, anddenote by Hq� the aÆne Heke algebra with root datum R (same as theroot datum of the aÆne Heke algebra H = Hq), but with the labels qreplaed by q�. Let �;� 2 FAq� � FHq� be the orresponding Madonald-funtions. For every root � 2 R1 we have:U 3 u! (�;�(��(u))�(u)�1)�1 2 Aan(U):(6.3)Proof. For u in the onneted omponent r0 exp(B) of U we write u =s0v with v 2 0 exp(B). We have�;�(��(u))�(u)�1= (1+q��=2�_ �(v)��=2�(s0)�1=2)(1�q��=2�_ q��2�_�(v)��=2�(s0)�1=2)(1��(v)�1�(s0)�1)(1+q�1=2�_ �(v)�1=2�(s0)�1=2)(1�q�1=2�_ q�12�_�(v)�1=2�(s0)�1=2)(1��(v)���(s0)�1)(6.4)
We remind the reader of the onvention Remark 4.1; in partiular,the expression �(s0)1=2 ours only if �=2 2 R0, in whih ase thisexpression stands for (�=2)(s0). If �=2 62 R0, we should redue formula6.4 to�;�(��(u))�(u)�1 = (1� q���_�(v)���(s0)�1)(1� �(v)�1�(s0)�1)(1� q�1�_�(v)�1�(s0)�1)(1� �(v)���(s0)�1)(6.5)By onditions (i) and (iii) it is lear that poles and zeroes of thesefuntions will only meet U if �(s0) = 1 when � 2 R0\R1 or �(s0) = �1if � 2 2R0. In these ases the statement we want to prove redues tothe statement that the funtionf(x) := 1� exp(��x)1� exp(�x)(6.6)is holomorphi and invertible on the domain x 2 p+ �(0 +B), wherep is a real number and � 2 R0. By ondition (i) both the denominatorand the numerator of f have a zero in this domain only at x = 0 (ifthis belong to the domain), and this zero is of order 1 both for thenumerator and the denominator. The desired result follows. �



62 ERIC M. OPDAMReall Theorem 5.6. This result tells us that the struture of algebrawith oeÆients in the loally de�ned meromorphi funtions on U isindependent of the root labels. We will now show that the subalgebrawith analyti oeÆients (de�ned loally on U) is invariant for salingtransformations.Theorem 6.3. The mapj� : Hme(U) 7! Hmeq� (U�)Pw2W0 fwR0w 7!Pw2W0(fw Æ ���)R0w;�(6.7)de�nes an isomorphism of C -algebras, with the property that j�(Fme(U)) =Fmeq� (U�) and j�(Ame(U)) = Ameq� (U�). Moreover (and most signi�-antly), j�(Han(U)) = Hanq� (U�).Proof. The map j� as de�ned above is learly a C -linear isomorphismby Theorem 5.6. It is an algebra homomorphism beause we havej�(Pu2W0 fuR0uPv2W0 gvR0v) = j�(Pu;v2W0 fuguvR0uv)=Pu;v2W0(fu Æ ���)(guv Æ ���)R0uv;�=Pu;v2W0(fu Æ ���)(gv Æ ���)uR0uv;�=Pu;v2W0(fu Æ ���)R0u;�(gv Æ ���)R0v;�= j�(Pu2W0 fuR0u)j�(Pv2W0 gvR0v)
(6.8)
What remains is the proof that j�(Han(U)) = Hanq� (U�). Notie thatHan(U) is the subalgebra generated by Aan(U) and the elements Tswhere s = s� with � 2 R1. The j�-image of Aan(U) equals Aanq� (U�)sine �� is an analyti di�eomorphism. To determine the image of Ts weuse formula Lemma 2.27(2) of [24℄, applied to the situationW0 = fe; sg.This tells us that (1 + Ts) = q�_q2�_�(1 +R0s):(6.9)Hene we see thatj�(Ts) = q�_q2�_(� Æ ���)(1 +R0s;�)� 1= q1���_ q1��2�_(� Æ ���)�1�;�(1 + Ts;�)� 1:(6.10)By Lemma 6.2 it is lear that this is indeed in Hanq� (U�), and that theseelements together with Aanq� (m�(U)) generate Hanq� (U�). �6.2. Appliation to the residue Frobenius algebraIn order to prove that the residue algebras Ht are invariant for thesaling transformation q! q� it suÆes to onsider the ase Hr for aresidual point r 2 T . This follows from Theorem 5.17, expressing �t



ON THE SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION OF AFFINE HECKE ALGEBRAS 63in terms of haraters indued from disrete series haraters of properparaboli subalgebras.When r = s 2 T is a residual point, the state �r has a natural exten-sion to the loalized algebras Han(U) where U = W0r exp(B), with Ban open ball in tC satisfying the onditions 5.7 with respet to the pointr 2 T . Beause the radial Radanr (U) of the bitrae (x; y)r := �r(x�y)on Han(U) is ontained in the maximal ideal Ianr (U) of funtions in theenter Zan(U) whih vanish in the orbit W0r, we learly haveHr = Han(U)=Radanr (U):(6.11)The struture of this algebra as a Frobenius algebra is given by thebitrae de�ned by �r. Therefore, we need to prove independene of �rfor the saling transformation. We start with a simple lemma:Lemma 6.4. Let h 2 Han(U) We haveEq�;��(t)(j�(h))q�(w0)�(��(t)) = Et(h)q(w0)�(t)(6.12)Proof. For all x 2 X we haveEq�;��(t)(j�(�xh)) = Eq�;��(t)(j�(�x)j�(h))(6.13) = (x Æ ���)(��(t))Eq�;��(t)(j�(h))= x(t)Eq�;��(t)(j�(h));showing that the left hand side has the orret eigenvalue for multipli-ation of h by �x on the left. For the multipliation of h by �x on theright a similar omputation holds. This shows, in view of Lemma 5.15and [24℄, Proposition 2.23(3) that, for regular t and outside the unionof all residual osets, the left and the right hand side are equal up tonormalization. But both the left and the right hand side are equal to1 if h = Te = 1. Hene generially in t, we have the desired equality.Sine both expressions are holomorphi in t, the result extends to allt 2 T . �Theorem 6.5. Let � 2 (0; 1℄ be given. We have, for all h 2 Han(U),�q�;��(r)(j�(h)) = �r(h):(6.14)Proof. Take a neighborhood U = W0r exp(B) with B satisfying 5.7relative to r. Let � 2 Hn(U) be the n-yle de�ned by � = [r02W0r�r0.In view of Proposition 4.7, De�nition 4.16 and De�nition 4.24 we seethat, for all h 2 H,�(fW0rg)�r(h) = Z�� Et(h)q(w0)�(t)� dtq(w0)(t)(t�1)(6.15)



64 ERIC M. OPDAMLet r0 2 W0r. The saling operation sends the root labels q to q�,and follows the orresponding path of �! ��(r0) of the residual pointr0. Obviously the position of t0 (in equation 4.1) relative to Lf��(r0)g isindependent of �. And also, the position of e relative to the faets ofthe dual on�guration Lf��(r0)g is independent of �, sine the e�et ofthe saling operation on Lfr0g � Trs simply amounts to the appliationof the map  ! �. In view of Proposition 4.10 and Proposition 4.13,we an take the yle ��(�) 2 Hn(��(U)) in order to de�ne the state���(r) of Hanq� (��(U)). In other words, we have, for h 2 Han(U),�q�(fW0��(r)g)�q�;��(r)(j�(h))(6.16) = Z��(�) � Et(j�(h))q�(w0)�(t)� dtq�(w0)�(t)�(t�1)= Z�� E��(t)(j�(h))q�(w0)�(��(t))� d(��(t))q�(w0)�(��(t))�(��(t�1))= Z�� Et(h)q(w0)�(t)���(t) dtq(w0)(t)(t�1) ;where ��(t) := �nq(w0)(t)(t�1)q�(w0)�(��(t))�(��(t�1)) :(6.17)By Lemma 6.2, the funtion t ! �� extends, for all � 2 (0; 1℄, to aregular holomorphi funtion on U . Clearly, �� is W0-invariant. Inother words, �� is an element of Zan(U). Its value in W0r an be om-puted easily, if we keep in mind that the index ifr0g = n (by Theorem3.9 applied to the residual oset r0). We obtain, by a straightforwardomputation:��(W0r) = mq�;f��(r)g(r)mr(r) = �q�(fW0��(r)g)�(fW0rg) :(6.18)We now ontinue the omputation whih we began in equation 6.16,using the fat that �� 2 Zan(U) and the fat that �r extends uniquelyto Han(U) in suh a way that for all � 2 Zan(U) and h 2 Han(U),�r(�h) = �(r)�(h). We get�q�(fW0��(r)g)�q�;��(r)(j�(h)) = �(fW0rg)�r(��h)(6.19) = �q�(fW0��(r)g)�r(h):This gives the desired result. �



ON THE SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION OF AFFINE HECKE ALGEBRAS 65Corollary 6.6. The \base hange" isomorphism j� indues an isomor-phism j� : Hr ~�!H��(r)q�(6.20)of Frobenius algebras.7. Appendix: the Kazhdan-Lusztig parametersLet G be a split semisimple algebrai group over a p-adi �eld F ofadjoint type, and let I be an Iwahori subgroup of G. The entralizeralgebra of the representation of G indued from the trivial representa-tion of I is isomorphi to an aÆne Heke algebraH with \equal labels",that is, the labels are given by 2.22 with q equal to the ardinality ofthe residue �eld of F , and the integers fs all equal to 1. Moreover, thelattie X is equal to the weight lattie of R in this ase. The Lang-lands dual group G is the simply onneted semisimple group with rootsystem R, and the torus T an be viewed as a maximal torus in G.In this situation Kazhdan and Lusztig [15℄ have given a ompletelassi�ation of the irreduible representations of H, and also of thetempered and square integrable irreduible representations. Their re-sults solve ompletely the problem mentioned in 2.5.2. Let us explainthe onnetion with residual osets expliitly.We assume that we are in the \equal label ase" in this subsetion,unless stated otherwise. We put k = log(q). Let G be a onnetedsemisimple group over C , with �xed maximal torus T = Hom(X; C �).We make no assumption on the isogeny lass of G yet.Proposition 7.1. (i) If r is a residual point with polar deompo-sition r = s = s exp() 2 TuTrs and  dominant, then theentralizer Cg(s) of s in g := Lie(G) is a semisimple subalgebraof g of rank equal to rk(g), and 2=k is the Dynkin diagram of adistinguished nilpotent lass of Cg(s).(ii) Conversely, let s 2 Tu be suh that the entralizer algebra Cg(s) issemisimple and let e 2 Cg(s) be a distinguished nilpotent element.If h denotes the Dynkin diagram (f. [6℄) of e then r = s with := exp(kh=2) is a residual point.(iii) The above maps de�ne a 1� 1 orrespondene between W0-orbitsof residual points on the one hand, and onjugay lasses of pairs(s; e) with s 2 G semisimple suh that Cg(s) is semisimple, ande a distinguished nilpotent element in Cg(s).



66 ERIC M. OPDAM(iv) Likewise there is a 1 � 1 orrespondene between W0-orbits ofresidual points and onjugay lasses of pairs (s; u) with CG(s)semisimple and u a distinguished unipotent element of CG(s)0.Proof. (i). We already saw in subsetion 3 that the rank of Cg(s) isindeed maximal. So we are redued to the ase s = 1. Let hqi denotethe group of integer powers of q, and denote by Rq � R the rootsubsystem of roots � 2 R suh that �() 2 hqi. Now Rq is a rootsubsystem of rank equal to rk(R), with the property that 8�; � 2 Rqsuh that � + � 2 R we have � + � 2 Rq. Of ourse,  is a residualpoint of Rq. By an elementary result of Borel and De Siebenthal thereexists a �nite subgroup Z � Tu suh that Cg(Z) is semisimple withroot system Rq.We laim that for every simple root � of Rq we have �() = 1 or�() = q. To see this, observe that all the roots � 2 Rq with �() = qare in the paraboli system obtained from Rq by omitting the simpleroots � suh that �() = ql with l > 1. If this would be a properparaboli subsystem,  would violate Theorem 3.9 in this paraboli.This proves the laim.De�ne the element h := 2=k. Note that h belongs to 2P (R_q) by theprevious remarks. Consider the grading of Rq given by this element,and de�ne a standard paraboli subalgebra p of Cg(Z) byp := t� Xf�2Rq:�(h)�0g g� =Xi�0 Cg(Z)(i):Its nilpotent radial n is n :=Xi�2 Cg(Z)(i);and by the de�nition of residual points we see that P � Cg(Z) is adistinguished paraboli subalgebra (see [6℄, Corollary 5.8.3.). Aordingto ([6℄, Proposition 5.8.8.) we an hoose e 2 n(2) in the Rihardsonlass assoiated with p, and f 2 Cg(Z)(�2), suh that (f; h; e) from asl2-triple in Cg(Z). By sl2 representation theory it is now lear that h 2P (R_). Consider the grading of g and R indued by h. By de�nitionof Z we see that g(0) = Cg(Z)(0) and g(2) = Cg(Z)(2). Hene eis distinguished in g by ([6℄, Proposition 5.7.5.), proving the desiredresult. Note also that, by ([6℄, Proposition 5.7.6.), in fat g(1) = 0,and hene that Rq = R.(ii). Is immediate from the de�ning propertydim(Cg(s)(0)) = dim(Cg(s)(2))



ON THE SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION OF AFFINE HECKE ALGEBRAS 67of the grading with respet to the Dynkin diagram of a distinguishedlass.(iii). Is lear by the well known 1 � 1 orrespondene between dis-tinguished lasses and their Dynkin diagrams.(iv). The result follows from the well known 1�1 orrespondene be-tween unipotent lasses and nilpotent lasses for onneted semisimplegroups over C . �Corollary 7.2. From the proof of Proposition 7.1(i) we see that ifr = s is a residual point, then �() 2 hq1=2i for all � 2 R. If s = 1we have �() 2 hqi for all � 2 R.Let M � T be a residual oset. Write M = rTM � T � G withr 2 TM as in Proposition 3.2. Let r = s = s exp(kh=2) be the polardeomposition of r in TM . Let LM � G be the Levi subgroup LM :=CG(TM) and let L0M denote its semisimple part. By Proposition 3.2we see that the root system of L0M is RM , TM is a maximal torus ofL0M , and the onneted enter of LM is TM . Moreover, r 2 TM is aresidual point with respet to RM . Thus by Proposition 7.1, CL0M (s)is semisimple, and there exists a distinguished unipotent element u =exp(e) in CL0M (s)0 suh that [h; e℄ = 2e. This implies that the setN = Nu of all elements t 2 G suh thattut�1 = uq:(7.1)is of the form N = rCG(u). The entralizer CG(r; u) = CG(s; ; u) isknown to be maximal redutive in CG(s; u), and it ontains TM . Itsintersetion with L0M is also redutive but, sine u is distinguished inCL0M (s)0, the rank of this intersetion is 0. Hene L0M \ CG(r; u) is�nite. We onlude that TM is a maximal torus in CG(s; u). Let u0be another unipotent element in G suh that M � N 0 = Nu0 and suhthat TM is a maximal torus of CG(s; u0). We see that u0 2 CL0M (s)0is distinguished and assoiated to the Dynkin diagram h. Hene u0 isonjugate to u in CL0M (s)0 by an element of CL0M (r). We have shown:Proposition 7.3. For eah residual oset M = rTM = sTM � Tthere exists a unipotent element u suh that tut�1 = uq for all t 2 M ,and suh that TM is a maximal torus of CG(s; u). This u is an elementof CL0M (s) with LM := CG(TM), and is distinguished in this semisimplegroup. It is unique up to onjugation by elements of the redutive groupCL0M (r).Let us onsider the onverse onstrution. From now in this sub-setion we assume that G is simply onneted. We will be interestedin onjugay lasses of pairs (t; u) with t semisimple and u unipotent,



68 ERIC M. OPDAMsatisfying 7.1. We hoose an element (t; u) in the onjugay lass. ByJaobson-Morozov's theorem there exists a homomorphism� : SL2(C ) 7! G(7.2)suh that u = �� 1 10 1 �De�ne  := �� q1=2 00 q�1=2 � :and put h := d�� 1 00 �1 � ; e := d�� 0 10 0 � :Denote by CG(�) the entralizer of the image of �. We have CG(�) =CG(d�), and by sl2 representation theory we see thatCG(d�) = CG(h; e).Hene CG(�) = CG(; u). By [15℄, Setion 2, this is a maximal redutivesubgroup of CG(u), and we an hoose � in suh a way that t 2 CG(�).In this ase t ommutes with , and thus t1 := t�1 2 CG(�) ommuteswith ; t, and is semisimple. It follows that CG(t1; �) = CG(�)\CG(t1)is redutive in CG(t1), and ontains t1 in its enter. Aording to [15℄,the hoie of � suh that t1 2 CG(�) is unique up to onjugation byelements in CG(t; u).By onjugating (t; u) and � suitably we an arrange that T := (T \CG(t1; �))0 is a maximal torus of CG(t1; �). Put L = CG(T ), a Levigroup of G. We laim that L is minimal among the Levi groups ofG ontaining � and t1. Indeed, if N would be a stritly smaller Levigroup ofG also ontaining � and t1, then its onneted enter TN wouldbe a torus ontained in CG(t1; �) on the one hand, but stritly largerthan T on the other hand. This ontradits the hoie of T , provingthe laim. In partiular, sine the onneted enter TL of L satis�esT � TL � CG(t1; �), we have the equality T = TL.Note that maximal tori of L are the maximal tori of G ontainingTL, and these are onjugate under the ation of L. The derived groupL0 is simply onneted, beause the oharater lattie YL of its torusTL equals YL = Q(R_) \ QR_L = Q(R_L). Hene, by a well knownresult of Steinberg, C := CL(t1) � L is onneted, and redutive. Thisimplies that there exist maximal tori of C ontaining t. Thus there existmaximal tori of L ontaining both the ommuting semisimple elementst1 and t. Therefore we may and will assume (after onjugation of (t; u)



ON THE SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION OF AFFINE HECKE ALGEBRAS 69and � by a suitable element of L) that TL and the elements t1; t areinside T .Both the image of � and t1 are ontained in C. Let C 0 � L0 denoteits derived group. If the semisimple rank of C would be stritly smallerthan that of L, there would exist a Levi group N suh that C � N �6=L,a ontradition. Hene C 0 has maximal rank in L0.Choose sL in the intersetion t1TL \ L0. By the above, sL is in TL;u,the ompat form of the maximal torus TL := (L0 \ T )0 of L0. We putrL = sL 2 L0, and we laim that this is a RL-residual point of TL. ByProposition 7.1 this is equivalent to showing that u is a distinguishedunipotent element of C 0 = CL0(sL). This means that we have to showthat CL0(sL; �) does not ontain a nontrivial torus. But L = CG(TL)with TL a maximal torus in CG(t1; �). Hene CG(t1; �)0\L = TL, andthus CG(sL; �)0 \ L0 = CG(t1; �)0 \ L0 = TL \ TL;(7.3)proving the laim.This proves that M := tTL = rLTL � T is a residual oset, byappliation of Proposition 3.3.Notie that 7.3 shows that TL is also a maximal torus of CG(sL; �),and thus of CG(sL; u).Finaly notie that the W0-orbit of the pair (t;M) is uniquely deter-mined by the onjugay lass of (t; u) by the above proedure. We haveshown:Proposition 7.4. For every pair (t; u) with t semisimple and u unipo-tent satisfying 7, we an �nd a homomorphism � as in 7.2 suh that tommutes with . Let TL be a maximal torus of CG(t1 = t�1; u) andput M = tTL. By suitable onjugation we an arrange that t,  and Mare in T . Then M � T is a residual oset. If we write t = rtL withr = s 2 TL;uTL;rs and tL 2 TL, then TL is also a maximal torus ofCG(s; ; u). The W0-orbit of the pair (t;M) is uniquely determined by(t; u).Corollary 7.5. There is a one-to-one orrespondene between onju-gay lasses of pairs (t; u) satisfying 7.1 and W0-orbits of pairs (t;M)with M � T a residual oset, and t 2M .Proof. The maps between these two sets as de�ned in 7.3 and 7.4 arelearly inverse to eah other. �Remark 7.6. Let (; u) (with  2 Trs) be a pair satisfying 7, with u adistinguished unipotent element of G. Then u will be distinguished inCG(s) for eah s in the �nite group CG(; u). In partiular, CG(s) is
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